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The St. Johns River flows for approximately 39 miles through Duval
County to the ocean. Shoreline
uses range from residential, industrial, military, port, central
business district, open spaces, to
saltwater marshes.
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Environmental and design improvements are needed. Background
studies were developed as part
of the study. Topics covered
included geophysical aspects,
terrestrial vegetation, aquatic
ecology and fishery resources,
wildlife, historic resources, portand river-related industry, port
maintenance, and commercial
fishing.
Development Intensity Analysis was
conducted for the river corridor.
Five environmental factors utilized
were vegetation, wildlife, soils,
slope, and flood probability. Four
general levels of development were
recommended, ranging from "preservation" to "high intensity." Design
guidelines for principal shoreline
land uses were also formulated.
The entire shoreline was divided
into 21 study areas. Each of these
areas was mapped with specific
development proposals. Functional
programs to improve the river and
shoreline were formulated.
The
programs developed addressed housing,
recreation, environmental improvement, industry, historical preservation, commercial areas, and transportation.
Several strategies were developed
to ensure proper shoreline development and implementation of the plans.
Strategies include development of
a Coordinating Committee, enactment
of Codes and Ordinances, adoption
of river-related policies, and
implementation of design guidelines.
Numerous studies were also recommended.
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of shoreline properties for residential development will
continue. In addition, the growth of the port will see
expanded development of industrial uses on the northside
and Blount Island areas.
While lands along the shoreline will be sought after for
both residential and industrial uses, there will also be
increasing demands for water-oriented recreational facilities. Increased leisure time and affluence will place more
demands on the river and its tributaries for sites for
marinas, mooring areas, and boat launches. As the water
quality improves due to pollution regulations and as more
of the presently vacant shoreline areas are developed,
emphasis will be placed on securing lands for waterfront
parks.
The Central Business District is expanding to both sides
of the St. Johns, and it is assumed that i t will continue
as the major employment concentration in the city. Downtown shoreline areas will feel increased pressure for development, and the City will continue to stress redevelopment
and revitalization of this area.
The area of the river studied was basically a swath about
1/2 mile wide along the river's shoreline in Duval County.
In urban areas, major highways were used which tended to
delineate neighborhoods and separate shoreline areas from
interior areas. Often the mouths of tributaries flowing
into the St. Johns were considered as part of the study
area.
Using the goals for the study as a basis and dividing the
shoreline into 21 study areas, problems were identified
and recommendations formulated. The studies' recommendations are contained in both Plans, Policies, and Programs
for the St. Johns River. Formation of a Coordinating
Committee with a staff under the Office of the Mayor is
recommended to assure implementation of the studies' proposals. Major recommendations are presented on the following
map.
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During this period, settlement was meager and development,
sparse.
In this environment the St. Johns was extremely
important, providing waterborne transportation and communication for the scattered settlements throughout northern
Florida.
The British period was very important, ~1ough. The Kings
Road was built to join Florida with the British colonies
to the north.
Jacksonville developed where this road
crossed the St. Johns River. During this period, lands
were granted by the Crown to private individuals for development.
Subsequent Spanish control in 1783 brought a similar policy
of granting of land. OWnership patterns which resulted from
these land grants form the basis for ownership patterns in
northeast Florida. Because of conflicts with the Georgians,
little development occurred on the north side of the river.
Fort San Nicolas and plantations were developed on the south
side of the St. Johns.
In 1821, Florida was officially transferred from Spanish
control to the United States. Although some development
existed in the area, the new town of Jacksonville was laid
out with 20 square blocks on the north side of the St. Johns
in 1822.
By the 1840's Jacksonville and the St. Johns River were the
leading features in East Florida. Cotton and lumber exports
using the river were big business. Soon, the Civil War
erupted, curtailing trade and slowing development of the
area.
Following the Civil War, the north Florida tourist boom
hit the area. The mild winter climate attracted thousands
of visitors to northeast Florida. The mecca of the tourist
trade was the St. Johns. During the zenith of the tourist
era a fleet of over 150 steamboats carried passengers and
freight on the river and its tributaries. The U.S. Census
of 1880 noted that there was a larger fleet of steamboats
on the St. Johns than on any other river south of the
Hudson. During this period Jacksonville was known as "the
Winter City in summer land."

6

With the opening of railroad lines further south, Jacksonville's popularity as a tourist center passed. The river
again was used for hauling freight and sailing local
pleasure craft. Due to the realization of the importance
of the river for trade, the river mouth was cleared of
sandbars, and the channel deepened in 1880 and again in
1914. During the period from 1900 to World War I, the
riverfront along Bay Street became an active area for
handling freight between the port and the railroads.
The gro\.vth of the port saw many of the facilities moved
after 1913 to the Municipal Docks, Commodores Terminal, and
other points on the river. Shortly after the war, several
suburbs were constructed along the river, including Riverside, Panama Park, Ortega, and Avondale.
Naval activities became a dominant factor in Jacksonville
from 1938-46, with construction of the Naval Air Station,
Cecil Field, and the Mayport carrier base. The completion
of the Mathews Bridge in 1953 opened the Arlington area
for suburban growth.
During the 1950's, the deteriorated docks and warehouses
that lined Bay Street were removed through demolition. The
governmental complex was constructed during the 1960's,
opening the St. Johns to public access with construction
of Coastline Drive.
The 1970's have seen construction of, and plans for, major
commercial structures near the river. More importantly,
the City of Jacksonville, through its aggressive program
of construction of regional sewage treatment plants,
eliminated the discharge of untreated municipal sewage
into the St. Johns in 1977. This was a major milestone
in restoring the environmental qualities of the St. Johns
River.
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Succession
The process of ecosystems development is ter.med succession,
which can be defined in terms of three parameters: 1) It is
an orderly and directed process of community development
which is predictable; and 2) It is the result of modification
of the physical environment by the biological community; and
3) Succession culminates in a stabilized ecosystem, in which
maximum biomass and symbiotic function between organisms
are maintained per unit of energy.
It is apparent that succession is related to time, and
that over periods of time less mature ecosystems tend to
change and become more mature.
Short term successional
strategy is measured in centuries; while long-term evolutionary development requires measurement by geologic
time. Within a stable community, successional changes
are taking place continually.
At the beginning of succession, an area is dominated by
grasses and small herbs. Eventually, various woody shrubs
and tree species invade the area and become dominant, replacing the existing species. As the system matures, the
trees grow and the canopy becomes closed, shading the area
beneath it. Those species that have germinated and grown
in full sunlight are not adapted to grow in the shade that
they now create, so seedlings of their specie can't
be established under the closed canopy. The shade tolerant
species are then capable of perpetuating themselves. This
is a climax or mature ecosystem which is based on its selfperpetuating species composition.
Environmental Stress
To an extent, the rate at which an ecosystem matures is dependent upon the number and intensities of local stresses.
In the river corridor these may include such factors as:
temperature- abnormally high or low; water-deficient or over
abundant; soil high or low fertility; fire; or some activity
of man. Each stress draws energy away from growth and the
rate of ecosystem succession decreases.
If a stress is recurring at a chronic frequency, the system either does not
develop a complex structure, or it remains in the early stages
of succession. In order to assure species survival and
successional diversity, ecosystems of large areas contain
subsystems in various stages of succession.
Only very specialized communities are capable of surviving
a particular kind of stress, such as fire, low soil fertility,
flooding, drought, or chemical pollutants. However, systems
which have seen subjected to a particular stress for long
periods have evolved in tpe presence of that stress, so as
to become adapted to it to the point of being unable to
survive without it.
In areas where man has no effect, environmental conditions will
arrest succession at different levels of maturity resulting in
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different communities with variations in specie composition
and development characteristics. However, man and his technology have surpassed the potential stress factors of nature.
Through the use of management strategies man actively seeks
to manipulate succession to conform to goals. A basic premise
of this study is that mechanisms for natural community change
should be fully understood, so that conscious decisions may
be made and predictable changes effected.
Vegetation Communities
Within the river corridor are several distinct plant communities
or associations.
These communities vary greatly, depending on
numerous environmental factors. While some require a great
deal of water for survival and regeneration, others have adapted
to dry sandy soil conditions.
The wildlife which live in these communities are likewise
differentiated and have adapted to different habitats. Vegetation
communities occurring along the St. Johns include the following:
Flatwoods, Sand Pine, Coastal Strand, Salt Marsh, Sandhill,
Mesophytic Hardwood, and Mixed Hardwood Swamp.
Flatwoods Community
The flatwoods community is a hydrophytic plant community or
a community adapted to constant or periodic inundation of
moisture. The stress of moisture results from the interaction of the seasonal precipitation, flat topography, organic
hardpan, and sandy soils. During periods of heavy precipitation
the community tends to flood due to poor drainage characteristics,
reducing runoff and percolation. However, during the dry
season the evaporation dries the environment. The vacillating
water regime is compounded by the hardpan barrier that most plant
roots qannot penetrate, thus rendering the water table below
essentially inaccessible to the community. Upward movement of
water through the hardpan by capillary action is greatly reduced.
The flatwoods community may be divided into three varients
based on the presence of one of three common southern yellow
pines: long leaf, slash, and pond pine.
Long leaf pine
dominates the drier areas and may be considered a transition
community linking the sandhills and the wetter flatwoods, as
it contains components of both sandhills and slash pine flatwoods. Siash pine flatwoods are less well drained than the
long leaf varient, but are not subject to the long term wet
periods associated with the pond pine community.
It is very
difficult to define the ecotone boundary between these varient
types, as the gradations are extremely subtle with both species
growing together throughout broad transitional zones.
Thus
unless one species is dominant it is difficult to distinguish
one from anothero
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Coastal Strand Community
The vegetation community existing in the narrow interface
between the ocean and land is the coastal strand community.
It is a highly specialized community and is subjected to a
large number of stresses which control the assemblages of
species and the appearance of the community.
This vegetation community which occurs on the geomorphogical
unique dunal area is highly specialized. Although the individuals in the community may vary between regions, the
handy resilient species of the community grow in the area
from the primary dune to the trough. OWing to the severe
stress on the primary dune, vegetation is restricted to
perennial herbs and grasses. Common species growing on the
primary dune are sea oat, sea rocket, railroad vine, seaside
pennywort, morning glory, marsh elder, and Spartina patens.
The colonization of the primary dunes by these pioneer species
is important to the survival of the dune system. These plants
spread rapidly, extending roots and rhizomes into the loose
sand, anchoring themselves in and obstructing the wind's
movement of the sand. Vegetation on the secondary dune is
subjected to fewer stresses and environmental conditions,
thus permitting increased occupation of the area. Typical
species in Northeast Florida include saw palmetto, scrub oak,
rosemary, tallow wood, and shore bay. In the sheltered troughs
the amount of stress is further reduced, and dry mesophytic
hammocks include live oak, redbay, magnolia, cabbage palm,
laurel oak, American holly, and pignut hickory. Common
shrubs include saw palmetto, yaupon, grape, and sprouts of
tree species.

LIVE OAK
WAX MYRTLE

AMERICAN HOLLY

The coastal strand has limited game wildlife value. Most
wildlife is restricted to lizards, snakes, small mammals,
and passerine species of birds. However, the strand is an
important breeding and feeding habitat for numerous species of
sea birds, including the endangered Brown pelican.

SAW PALMETTO
SCRUB PALMETTO

NAKE

SECONDARY DUNE
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-t COMMUNITY
Salt Marsh Conununity
The salt marsh ecosystem is an estuarine conununity. Estuaries
are the zone of interface between the saltwater of the ocean
and the freshwater of the land.
During high tidal periods the
salt marsh conununity is partially or entirely covered by saltwater. Freshwater drainage from upland areas also flows through
the conununity.
The dominant vegetation in the salt marsh conununity are several
species of marsh grass. Occupying higher marsh areas are Juncus
roemarianus or black rush, and Spartina Patens, a short spart1na
marsh grass. Both lie above the normal daily tidal range. Within the high marsh the driest area often support hanunocks. Typical plants in the hanunock are bull rushes, marsh elder, palmetto,
and low scrubs.
The most productive plant in the salt marsh
conununity is Spartina Alternaflors. This tall spartina grass
is covered by daily tides and dom1nates the low marsh.
The salt marsh conununity provides society with numerous benefits.
Included in these benefits are flood protection, sedimentation
control, water pollution control, wildlife habitat, active and
passive recreation, food chain maintenance, and sport and commerical fish production. The estuarine environment is critical
in the life cycle of many varieties of conunercial and sports
fish.
The American Eel and Blue Crab use this area to spawn.
Shrimp spend their early larval stage maturing and growing in
this protected marine environment.
This high energy conununity has an extremely important wildlife
value. As the interface between marine and freshwater aquatic
environments and as the ecotone between the aquatic conununity
and upland ecosystems, the salt marsh is a critical transitional
feeding habitat. Roosting in the peripheral forests but feeding
in the marshes are the bald eagles, osprey, great blue heron,
little blue heron, Louisiana heron and egrets. Dense populations
of Clapper rails and pelicans are supported by the marsh. Many
species of waterfowl winter in the conununity.

WHITE HERON

GREAT BLUE HER.ON

JUNCUS ROEMARIANUS
SPARTINA PATENS

SPARTINA ALTERNAFLORA
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Sandhill Conun:unity
The sandhill vegetation association is an extremely widespread
community in the northern and panhandle sections of Florida.
However, wildlife diversity and populations are generally low
in the community. This low wildlife density is primarily due
to the hot and dry microclimate of the community. Common
individuals adaptable to this community are gopher tortoises,
rattlesnakes, and other small reptiles and mammals. The community is the general habitat for deer, cottontail rabbits,
squirrels, mourning dove, quail, and racoon. Wild hogs may
be common. Wild turkey and red fox occassionally feed in the
area. Additionally, the sandhills community is the only
vegetation community acceptable to the red-cockaded woodpecker,
and endangered species found only in Florida.
In its more perfectly developed form, the sandhills have an
open, park-like appearance. Typically, the community has
deciduous oaks over-topped by long leaf pines, with about 30
to 100 trees per acre. Variations in the community type may
be identified according to the dominat oak species: turkey
oak, blackjack oak, or sand post oak. The most common varient
of the community is the association of long leaf pine and
turkey oak.
The sandhill association is a fire controlled ecosystem, so
completely adapted to periodic fires that it is dependent upon
them for the survival of the community. When fire is excluded
entirely, oaks dominate and prevent pine regeneration. Without
fire to retard their growth, the oaks increase in size and
their canopy will shade the ground surface. Long leaf pine
seedlings cannot develop beneath the hardwood canopy and eventually
fail to become a component of the community. Ground fires severe
enough to kill back the oaks seldom harm the pine seedlings. With
the senescence and death of the remaining pines, the community
would become either a xeric (dry) climax, or mesic (moist) climax
forest, depending on soil moisture characteristics.

RED COCKADED WOODPECKER
WHITETAIL DEER
SCRUB PALMETTO
'LESNAKE

SPANISH BAYONET

GOPHER TURTLE
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Mesophytic Hardwood Conununity
Although relatively conunon on the landscape, the mesophytic
hardwood conununity is not visually distinctive. The high
specie diversity and variation in composition between conununities
introduces possible confusion about the integrity of the
association. The mesophytic hardwood is a steady state or
climax forest resulting from the normal succession in the scrub,
sandhills and some varients of the flatwoods conununity. Drier
and more sterile environments support mesic forests which
are dominated by evergreen species, while moister more fertile
areas sustain mesic forests dominated by deciduous species.
Although this community occurs in a variety of soil types from
well drained to saturated, survival is not possible in areas
that are seasonally or periodically flooded.
The diversity found in the mesophytic community is the basis of
its aesthetically pleasing character and attractiveness. These
climax hammocks are characterized by trees such as laurel oak,
red bay, magnolia, pignut hickory, American holly, water oak,
black cherry, live oak and sweet gum in the moister areas.
Loblolly pine, basswood, and cabbage palm are occasionally mesophytic components. Characteristic shrubs and small trees are
sparkle berry, staggerbush, saw palmetto, wild olive, and pawpaw.
Ground cover is sparse.
The massive structure of the forest,
the richness of the plant and animal species, and t h e overall
ecological complexity are unique characteristics of this steady
state climax eco~ystem.
The mesophytic conununity has an exceptionally high wildlife
value. Mesophytic hardwoods are situated between the hydrophytic lowlands and the xerophytic uplands, and thus serve as
a transitional feeding area for both upland and swamp species.
The high diversity in plant components increases the complexity
of food webs. Threatened or endangered species found in the
community include the bald eagle, the short-tailed hawk, and the
indigo snake.

A

The game animals that the mesophytic community provides cover
and food for include deer, wild hogs, wild turkey, gray squirrels,
racoons, rabbits and black bear. Other conunon wildlife include
the gopher tortoise, bobcat, gray and red fox, and a large varity
of songbirds and woodpeckers. The area is an important habitat
for small reptiles other than snakes.

•
LIVE OAK
FLORIDA PANTHER
BUSH PALMETTO
fiiLD HOG

SPANISH MOSS
GRAY SQUIRREL

OfiL

ARMADILLO
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Mixed Hardwood Swamp Conununity
Of all the plant conununities in the St. Johns River Corridor,
the mixed hardwood swamp is one of the most impressive. When
consideration is given to both the aquatic and terrestrial
animals, the hydrophytic forest has one of the highest total
species diversity counts. For the purpose of this study, two
closely related hydrophytic forest conununities have been merged
into the mixed hardwood swamp category. Together they form
a contiguous or integrated lowland forest.
The ecological
differences are primarily based on the total water budget of
the conununities.
Areas that are dominated by broad leaf evergreen trees growing
on poorly drained soils not subject to seasonal or periodic
flooding, are characterized as hydric hanunocks. Typically, hydric
hanunocks are restricted to a narrow strip between the wetter river
swamp and the mesophytic hardwood conununity. Trees conunon to the
hanunock include swamp red bay, water oak, sweet gum, loblolly
bay, cabbage palm, Florida elm, and relic slash pines. Conunon
vines include supple jack, poison ivy, and blaspheme vine.
Shrubs usually prominent are large gallberry, wax myrtle, and
dense masses of saw palmetto. Herbaceous vegetation is sparse.
Fire is usually confined to the drier edge of the hanunock, and
is not viable stress on the conununity.
It is difficult to
determine exactly where a hydric hammock becomes a river swamp.
In these cases differentiation can be aided by detailed soils
and drainage studies correlated with vegetation.
Those hydrophytic communities, subjected to periodic or seasonal
inundation and dominated by deciduous trees form the river swamp.
The periodic overflow is due partially to the tidal nature of
the river and to periods of heavy rainfall. Daily tide fluctuations, as far south as Lake George, are normally about six
inches but even such small changes cause nearly two submergencies
daily. Typical dominant trees of the river swamp are bald cypress
water tupelo, water ash, water locust, red maple, sweet gum,
black gum, water oak, and cabbage palm. Characteristic shrubs
are button bush, willow, palmetto, and myrtle. Herbaceous
vegetation is sparse.
WOOD DUCK
IX MYRTLE

LOBLOLLY BAY
BALD CYPRESS
'JRIDA BEAR

WILD HOG
ALLIGATOR
WATER MOCCASIN

The hardwood swamp community has the highest wildlife value of any
ecosystem in Florida. The generally fertile soils support a
wide diversity of plants and support wildlife populations with
a greater density per acre than any other vegetation community.
The swamp community is the habitat for many of the endangered or
threatened species of Florida, including the Florida panther,
the Florida weasel, the American alligator, the osprey, the
bald eagle, and short tail hawk.
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The Genesis of the Vegetation Maps
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The above vegetation maps were prepared by the Jacksonville Area Planning Board using remote sensing technology and field studies. Infra-red
aerial photography was used initially
to identify vegetation. Using stereographic equipment, the vegetation communities were broadly delineated.
Follqwing the delineation, field
surveys of the study area were made
and work maps prepared. The "field
checking" facilitated the refining
of vegetation boundaries and ecotones.
After the final preparation of work
maps, the mapped data was checked
with foresters and rangers of Florida's
Division of Forestry in each of the
counties. These final discussions
provided valuable input into making
any needed revisions in the vegetation
mapping.

TI

The water hyacinth is the dominant floating plant on the St.
Johns River. Dense root systems provide cover for small fish
and numerous organisms. Due to their rapid growth and clogging
of waterways, water hyacinths are controlled with spraying
by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Other common floating
plants include water lettuce, duckweek, and alligator weed.
These plants are not tolerant to saltwater, and many die as
they reach the saline lower reaches of the St. Johns.
Submerged vegetation is important for aqu atic life. Eelgrass
is known to anglers as a spawning area for fish.
It is also a
food source for waterfowl. In shallow areas maidencane, giant
reed, and cattail emerge from the water. In the estuarine
areas of the river, sawgrass, parrotfeather, and smooth cordgrass become dominant.

Bream, bass, and catfis h are f o u nd in t h e St . Johns .
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EliVIRONMEl'lT'AL

QUALIT~

The St. Johns is a valuable re$0urce and does act to improve
the quality of life for Jacksonville residents. The environmental qualities of this river are extremely critical to the
utilization of that resource. Water pollution can make the
river and its tributaties dangerous for water contact sports
or fishing. Obnoxious odors from industrial sources can render
riverfront parks and open spaces undesirable. These are just a
few examples of how important the environmental qualities are
to full enjoyment of the river. Factors critical to proper
maintenance and enjoyment of the river are ''rater quality, air
quality, noise control, and visual impact.
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Water Quality
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The river is comprised of complex aqueous ecosystem due to the
slowly moving river, tidal influences, and the mixing of saltwater and freshwater. Problems with water quality are indicated
by both visible and qualitative signs. Fish kills, odors, dirty
boats, high bacterial counts, inedible shellfish, and low amounts
of dissolved oxygen are among these indicators.
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One of the major contributors to the pollution of the St. Johns
River has been the discharge of untreated municipal sewage into
the river. It is estimated that in 1975 about 12 million gallons
per day of 3ewage effluent were discharged in this manner from
75 major outfalls. Due to the city's high water level and occasional flooding of some non-sewered residential areas, large
amounts of wastewater seepage into the river from septic tanks
also occurs. Coliform bacteria polluting the river are caused
by untreated human sewage. The Water Quality Management Study
survey conducted in 1972 indicated that Class III water standards
were not being met from the Naval Air Station north to Drummond
Creek. Class III standards would permit safe body contact with
the water.
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Within the county there are numerous fixed sources of water
pollution. Of these 559 sources there are utility plants, 65
industrial plants, 12 sanitary landfills, and 58 dairies or hog
farms. These are all being monitored by the city's Bio-Environmental Services Division to ass-ure that proper treatment levels
are being met.

y

Storm runoff is also a major source of pollutants. When heavy
rains occur numerous pollutants are carried in the runoff from
general or ''non~point l• sources. These •non--potnt 1' sources include
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and oil from highways, lawn fertilizers,
ng animal and plant materials. The
.nagement Study estimates that 16 percent
mical oxygen demand (BOD) pollution load
d by stormwater runoff.
dissolved oxygen required by bacteria
: materials under aerobic conditions .
.red over a five-day period. The BOD
reduces the amount of dissolved oxygen
.issolved oxygen is necessary for a proper
nee. Fish kills can result when dissolved
o low. For Class III waters, State stan.um of five milligrams of oxygen per liter
ved oxygen in the St. Johns is above five
se size and assimilative capacity. There
ions when dissolved oxygen levels fell
s has occurred only during the summer in
the Main Street bridge. One of the few
bove standards, other than the St. Johns
reek. Nearly all tributaries in Duval
nd are unable to support aquatic life.
r pollution are dredge and fill operations,
vities, which cause increased turbidity
he Trout River is experiencing siltation
d activities. Construction practices
on. Suspended particulate matter in runeventually hinder. navigation, but adverplant and animal life. Dredge and fill
rols during dredging, construction, and
sen impact upon adjacent waters.
is becoming an increasingly difficult
le. Suitable landfill sites are difficult
g of existing sites is performed by Bios. This is done to ensure that leachates
sites and pollute adjacent surface waters.
the St. Johns has improved significantly,
977 of untreated sewage outfalls dischargInterceptor lines have been constructed to
o.regional treatment plants. Implementallty Management Plan will result in the
more regional treatment plants, to be
the Southwest, and south San Jose. Of
ts presently' operational, one is located
Buckman Street, and the other on the
cher Drive and the Broward River. All
es will provide 90 percent treatment
d will empty into the St. Johns River.
of dumping dredge spoil material into
will decrease turbidity and sedimentation

Improved water quality will have several benefits for residents:
Levels of aquatic pests will be reducedi fish and shellfish
spawning and habitat will improve; and greater use of the
water for body contact recreational purposes will be possible.
Air Quality
Local weather conditions are conducive to the accumulation
of air pollutants and surface inversions. In the past there
have been incidents of nylon clothing disintegrating (1948)
and vegetation dying due to heavy concentrations of sulfur
dioxide and flourides.
The major point sources of air pollution in Jacksonville
are the electric generating plants, pulp and paper making
operations, and two organic chemical plants which process
a crude by-product of turpentine. Of the five local pulp
mills, two are located on the St. Johns River in Duval
County, two are located in Nassau County, and one in Clay
County. These plants give off reduced sulfur compounds
called mercaptans. When released into the atmosphere
this chemical can be detected by smell when only one molecule
of it is present in 2 billion molecules of air. Required
reductions in stack emissions and incineration of waste
gases and oils will aid in reducing the odors. Additional
controls may be necessary according to Air Pollution
Control personnel.
Highest concentrations of pollutants such as carbon monoxide,
hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides are found along major
traffic corridors. Within the river corridor these higher
concentrations are found in the urban core, along Main Street,
Arlington Expressway, and SR 17.
Major sources of particulates and sulfur oxides are pulp
mills, power generating plants, asphalt plants, space or
process heating boilers, and transportation vehicles.
Particulates can contribute to respiratory disease, cause
corrosion, and contribute to soiling. Waterfront properties
in Panama Park often receive airborne particulates from the
auto shredding plant across the river near the Zoo. Sulfur
oxides also contribute to respiratory problems, corrosion,
and fabric disintegration.
Florida has adopted stringent Federal Secondary Standards
for air quality. Designated as an Air Quality Maintenance
Area by the State and Federal Government, the City will receive additional aid in meeting and maintaining ambient air
standards. Local air quality has generally been improving.
Total suspended particulate counts are declining despite increased industrial expansion. Sulfur dioxide emissi ons
have increased over the last five years but are normally below
State standards.
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PRESENT USES ALONG THE RIVER
noise pollution is not available.
noise pollution is being
~onmental Services.
Presently a
t the subjective judgement of an
Problem sources are being surveyed
ld.
The use of vegetative buffers
tsed to block unwanted noise.
Inare best controlled by proper zoning

1

~easuring

.ken to improve the visual image of
.e proliferation of signs along our
'acades of buildings often do not
·oal. As the consumer is limited in
that can be given to competing
sitive design features found in
s the sign control exercised by the
tions on size, style, and operation
d understandable signing.
red to be placed underground in new
atly enhances the visual image of
c roadways in the corridor would be
rhead utility lines were removed.
al development are a hinderance to
d also create a disjointed visual
rridor strip commercial problems
t, in Lakeshore, in San Marco, on
nd are beginning to occur on SR 13
and neighborhood deterioration exist
Panama Park, and along Ft. Caroline
ned buildings and littered, weed~ct from the beauty of the landscape.

A surprisingly large variety of uses are located along the
River. Competition among these different uses for the
limited waterfront space has always existed.
The Naval Air Station at Mayport, with its turning basin and
large cruisers, dominates the entrance to the St. Johns.
Nearby, the small, weathered fishing village of Mayport
stands in stark contrast to the large modern naval base.
Across the river several small fish camps are located along
Heckscher Drive.
As one moves inland, industrial uses dominate the north and
west shoreline from Blount Islartd to the Central Business
District. The opposite shoreline is primarily residential
in nature.

p

The Central Business District of Jacksonville, with its
commercial and governmental activities, extends on both
sides of the river. As the St. Johns widens south of the
Fuller Warren Bridge, the principal shoreline uses are
residential, with the exception of the Jacksonville Naval
Air Station.
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The categories of uses and activities along the river, which
will be addressed in this chapter, include the following:
residential, recreationa l , commercial, industrial, institutional, military, vacant and open space, and transportation.
Residential Uses

u
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Waterfront property has always been popular for residential development. The shores of the St. Johns River and
its tributaries are no exception. Development on the
river provides residents with access to recreational activities, offers scenic vistas and cool breezes, and provides
a more moderate climate.
Single family residential construction along the river
has been almost uniform in site development. Lots are
placed in a linear fashion along the shoreline. The lots
front on a road paralleling the river, or front on a cul-desac which extends from a collector street paralleling the
river.
In either case, the effect is the same. Only those
homes constructed on the river have physical access to the
water.
In most cases even visual access to the river is
blocked to neighborhood residents.
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I Single

Family

Multi-Family

I
Major Multi-family Residential Developments
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1

The Rivers

13

Catherine Court

2

Woodmere

14

Broadview Towers & Terrace

3

River Bend

15

Park Lane

4

Meadow Wood

16

Riviera

5

Haystack

17

River Shore Village

6

Tuscany Circle Condominiums

18

Beau Rivage Condominiums

7

Ft. Caroline Arms

19

Commander

8

Carriage House

20

River Reach

9

Rivers Edge

21

Timuquana Village

10

Villa De Palmer

22

Roosevelt Roads

11

Colonial Point

23

Duclay Estates Mobile Home Park

12

Baptist Towers

24

Solano Grove Condominiums

1':p MILES
J.A'-1.

I

RECREATIONAL LAND USES
PUBLIC
ACREAGE
LITTLE TALBOT ISLAND STATE PARK
2

KINGSLEY PLANTATION

3

R I BAUL T

4

FT. CAROLINE NATIONAL MEMORIAL

5

JACKSONVILLE ZOO

2,500

22

14.0

23

LAKESIDE PARK

.86

24

SEMINOLE PARK

3.15

140 . 00

25

ORTEGA COMMUNITY SCHOOL

67.50

26

YERKES PARK

.12

~IONUMENT

S Tl NSON PARK

.65

6

FT . CAROLINE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1.00

27

BETTES PARK

I. 72

7

FT. CAROLINE ROAD PARK

I.OO

28

DESOTO PARK

.59

8

GATOR BOWL COMPLEX

29

STOCKTON PARK

5.74

9

JACKSONVILLE CIVIC AUDITORIUM

30

CORTEZ PARK

I. 72

10

ST. JOHNS RIVER PARK & MARINA

10.00

31

COLUMBUS PARK

II

TREATY OAK PARK

I. 85

32

VENETIA PARK

6 .I 0

I2

MEMORIAL PARK

6.I2

33

UTILITY SOFTBALL DIAMOND

I. so

20.00

34

MAR,IENHOFF PARK

I. SO

.63

35

SWISHER

13

WILLOWBRANCH PARK

14

PEACE MEMORIAL PARK

PLAC~

•87

PARK

.30

VARIETY RO SE GARDEN

.63

36

RIVER OAKS PARK

9.20

16

YACHT BASIN PARK

• 81

37

HENDRICKS AVENUE ELEMENTARY

2 . 00

17

ELIZABETH PLACE PARK

.56

38

COLONIAL MANOR LAKE PARK

5.13

IS

AVONDALE CIRCLE PARK

.72

39

GREENRIDGE ROAD PARK

4.68

19

CHALLEN AVENUE PARK

.56

40

VERONA PARK

8 . 00

20

BOONE PARK

33 . 96

4I

ALBERTS FIELD

4.00

21

FISHWEIR PARK

8.50

42

FLYNN PLAYGROUND

8.00

18

PRIVATE
FT. GEORGE GOLF CLUB

G

B

HECKSCHER DRIVE COMMUNITY CLUB

H Y.M.C . A.

C

CAMP FIRE GIRLS 1 CAMP WIL-LE-MA

A

UNIVERSITY COUNTP.Y CLUB

FLORIDA YACHT CLUB

D YMCA, CAMP IMMOKALEE

J

E

FT. CAROLINE COMMUNITY ASSOC.

K RUDDER CLUB

TIMUQUANA COUNTRY CLUB

F

JACKSONVILLE OUTBOARD CLUB

L

FLORIDA TACKLE AND GUN CLUB
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Gator Bowl Complex, which contains
nt which has not been developed. Pres the Gator Bowl Stadium, Wolfson Baseenville Coliseum. Adjacent areas show

Mandarin is noted for its beautiful oak covered
shoreline on the St. Johns. There are two public parks
located here, but they are located in the less populated
interior areas. County Dock boatlanding is one of the few
public access points to the river here. The lan~i~g is in
.
poor condition, the water is shallow, numerous p1~1ngs are
··
submerged in the area, and there are no on-shore 1mprovements.
Despite these problems many people use the dock for fishing
and for viewing the river.
Water Recreation

ontain several major parks. Near the
ter, Memorial Park overlooks the river.
design, it is closed to high populaarger parks, the area has several small
These small areas are constructed on
:h dead end at the river. Originally
by the city in order to have access to
which emptied into the river. These
end of Challen Avenue, Elizabeth Place,
?arks is Ortega. Yerkes, Bettes, Semileasant open spaces in a well maintained
~ best views of the river is obtained
numerous fisherman lining the bulkhead
1orth side of the Ortega River Bridge
:ly, it is only a grassey area with minion the Ortega River. The undeveloped
~ of San Juan Avenue has a commanding
Line.
two private facilities, the Florida
Country Club, are located on the River.
~, the Rudder Club provides sailing
~ facilities, organized activities and

Fishing and boating are major sources of recreational
activity in the Jacksonville area. Motorboat and yacht
sales in Duval County totaled 22.8 million dollars in
fiscal year 1973-74. This reveals a strong local involvement in water-related recreation. In addition, there were
41,652 fishing licenses sold to Duval County residents in
1973.

•

No license is required to fish in the St. Johns from the
Acosta Bridge to the river's mouth at Mayport. This
portion of the river is considered saltwater by the
Florida Game and Freshwater Commission; therefore, no
fishing license is required. ~any people.fish ~rom t~e shore .
along this stretch, or from br1dges cross1ng tr1butar1es. Th1s
is very common along Heckscher Drive. Problems of inadequate
parking, and lack of sanitary facilities are evident at these
"fishing bridges."
The lack of adequate boatlandings for area residents is a
problem. Many of the landings indicated on the map are in
need of docks and expanded parking, or the water is too
shallow.

..

.

·iver there are no parks in the high
north of San Marco shopping District
is located about three-fifths of a
.g area. River Oaks is a long narrow
creek. Several streets dead end into
k. This provides excellent pedestrian
hand carried boats can be launched into
ark.
to I-295 there is only one public
levard. Verona Park contains about
onfiguration, but does not have frontst of this area of Southside is fully
river is possible from private marinas

The St. Johns River is a haven for boating enthusiasts·
From 1972 to 1974 Duval County averaged about 21,000
registered boats each year. Motorboating and water
skiing are popular, despite health hazards from the water.
The sailboat is extremely popular on the St. Johns. The
wide expanses of water, and the lack of heavy commercial
traffic from the Fuller Warren Bridge south, make sail ing enjoyable. The lack of slips at commercial marin~s for
docking sailboats and larger boats is a problem. Mar1na
owners have had difficulties in expanding their facilities
due to problems in securing permits for dock construction,
lack of room for expansion, and rising construction costs.
One of our neighboring counties, Putnam is known as the "Bass
Capital of the World." Putnam County's close proximity to
Jacksonville, and the abundance of excellent fishing l akes in
Northeast Florida increases the interest of Duval County
residents in fishing.

"'·
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WATER RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

e MAIINAf
LOCATION

LOCATION
VANIAN MARINA

BEACH BLVD. AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

13

GRAHAMS BOAT YARD

LAKESHORE

DRIVE AND HERSCHEL
~RIVE

BLVD. AND ROOSEVELT

2

INTRACOASTAL MARINA

BEACH BLVD. AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

I~

PIER 17, MARINA

LAKESHORE

3

ILSE OF PALMS MARINA

BEACH BLVD. AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

15

LAMB'S YACHT CENTER

LAKESHORE

~

BEACH MARINE II

BEACH BLVD. AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

16

SEMINOLE CANOE AND YACHT CLUA

ORTEGA FARMS BLVD.

S

BEACH MARINE 12

BEACH BLVD. AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY

17

FLORIDA YATCH CLUB

YATCH CLUB ROAD

6

SANDY'S FORT GEORGE MARINA

HECKSHER DRIVE

18

NAVAL AIR STATION MARINA

JACKSONVILLE NAVAL AIR STATION

RUDDER CLUB

COLLINS ROAD AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

7

MAYPORT MARINA

AlA AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

19

8

MAIN STREET MARINA

MAIN STREET & TROUT RIVER

20

WEIRMAR INE INC.

SAN JOSE BLVD. AND GOODBYS CREEK

9

ST. JOHNS RIVER MARINA

DURAND AND GULF LIFE DRIVE

21

GOODBYS LAKE MARINA

SAN JOSE BLVD. AND GOODBYS CREEK

10

CHUCK'S BOAT YARD

PARK

22

FLORIDA TACKLE AND GUN CLUB

SAN JOSE BLVD. AND GOODBYS CREEK

II

CEDAR RIVER MARINA

SAN JUAN AVE. AND CEDAR RIVER

23

MANDARIN MARINA

STATE ROAD 13 AND JULINGTON CREEK

12

HERB WHITES MARINA

BLANDING BLVD. AND CEDAR RIVER

2~

JULINGTON CREEK MARINA

STATE ROAD 13 AND JULINGTON CREEK

S~REET

AND ELLIS

•

PUBLIC BOAT lAMPS
LOCATION

LOCATION
FT. GEORGE RIVER

AlA AND FT. GEORGE RIVER

II

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS PARK

KEN KNIGHT DRIVE AND RIBAULT RI VER

2

MAYPORT BOAT RAMP

AlA AND ST. JCHNS RIVER

12

HARBOR VIEvl BOAT LANDI NG

HARBO R VIEW AND RIBAULT RIVER

3

OAK HARBOR BOAT RAMP

WEST END ROAD

13

T.K. STOKES LANDING

LEM TURNER AND RIBAULT RIVER

~

INTRACOASTAL BOAT RAMP

BEACH BLVD. AND INTRACOASTAL WATERWA

I~

ARLING TON BOAT RAMP

ARLINGTON ROAD AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

5

FULTON BOAT RAMP

FULTON ROAD AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

15

BEACH BLVO. BOAT

BEACH BLVD. AND POTTSBURG CREEK

6

HARBOR BOAT RAMP

HARBOR SUBDIVISION

16

REVELL 'S LANDlNG

BLANDING BLVD . AND CEDAR RIVE R

7

NEW BERLIN BOAT RAMP

NEW BERLIN ROAD AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

17

FISHING CR EEK LANDING

ORTEGA FARMS BLVD. AND FISHI NG CR EEK

8

ADOLF WURN PARK

COVE ST. JOHN ROAD

18

ORTEGA HILLS PARK

BLU FF LANDING AND ORTEGA RIVER

9

BERT MAXWELL PARK

1-95 AND TROUT RIVER

19

COUNTY BOAT DOCK

COUNTY DOCK ROAD AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

DINSMORE BOAT RAMP

DUNN AVENUE AND TROUT RIVER

20

HOOD LANDING

HOOD ROAD AND JULINGTON CREEK

I
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WATER RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

10

LEGEND

•

••

AND ROOSEVELT

RAI~P

• FISH CAMPS

Marina
Public Boat Ramp
Fish Camp

LOCATION

LOCATION
CLAPBOARD CREEK FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE AND CLAPBOARD CREEK

10

BROWNS CREEK FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER AND BROWNS CREEK

HECKSCHER DRIVE

II

DUNNS CREEK FISH CAMP

HECKSC HER DRIVE AND DUNNS CREEK

BUDDY'S FISH CAMP

CEDAR POINT ROAD

12

CEDAR RIVER FISH CAMP

SAN JUAN AVENUE AND CEDAR CREEK

5

ROWELL'S SISTER'S CREEK FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE AND SISTER CREEK

13

JULINGTON CREEK FISH CAMP

JULINGTON CREEK-HOOD LANDING

6

PIRATES COVE FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE AND ST. JOHNS RIVER

I~

JOHNSTON' S FISH CAMP

ATLANTIC BLVD . AND INTRACOAS TAL

1';2,5 MILES

7

WHITE SHELL FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE

15

TROUT RIVER FISH CO.

MAIN STREET AND TROUT RIVE R

J.A.P.B.

8

PALM'S FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE AND CLAPBOARD CREEK

OVERALL'S FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE AND FT. GEORGE RIVER

2

OYSTER SHELL FISH CAMP

HECKSCHER DRIVE

3

FERRY SLIP FISH CAMP

~

9
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Ls popular locally. The river provides
, and easy access to the Intracoastal WaterLc Ocean. The jetties that extend out into
Lver's mouth are popular fishing areas.
; been capped with concrete, providing access
>r the non-boating angler. Commercial vessels
Lyport for offshore fishing.

ridor, commercial uses are concentrated
ness District. Several different types
lishments are located within the corridor
m small fish camps to the 37-story Indepenville on the northside of the river the
fronting on the river from the Acosta
Jnville Shipyards is the Seaboard Coast
eral buildings are located near the river,
een recent construction activity.
The 37
ife Building towers over the Jacksonville
:ly completed Atlantic Bank Building is
Ls area and the southern extension of downnercial sites, and are projected for com1990 Plan.
: the Main Street Bridge is located the
,ife Tower. A small open area has been
.lding and the waterfront. Also situated
; area is the Hilton Hotel with a small
!ral older sections have been leveled in
! sites for anticipated commercial develop.1 Insurance building is located on the river
~ ios and landscaped areas front on the water,
area for employees and visitors alike.
e has a concentration of commercial uses
large number of these uses located along
nt on and focus upon the street, rather
t place their parking lots behind the
ard the area's riverfront potential. The
Company building near the Fuller Warren
pon the river and has provided access to it
an paths, recreation areas, and landscaping.
ercial uses in this area are Blue CrossFlorida Publishing Company building.
and floating restuarants have operated
t . Johns. Firms have expressed renewed
nercial venture, and presently a company
and dinner cruises from downtown Jackson-

3

1':1.1 MILES
J.AJ!I.

!

j

COMMERCIAL LAND USES
•

ExiaHng

1.

Executive Point Tower

2.

Blackstone Building

3.

Independent Life

4.

Atlantic Bank Building

5.

Sears

6.

Seaboard Coastline

7.

Florida Publishing Company

8.

Hilton Hotel

9.

IBM Building

10.

Gulf Life Tower

11.

Prudential Insurance

12.

Blue Cross-Blue Shield

13.

Peninsular Insurance

14.

Five Points Shopping Center

15.

San Marco

16.

Avondale

17.

Roosevelt Mall

18.

Venetia Village Shopping Center
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has provided Jacksonville and its
luable economic resource: an inexpensive
for manufactured goods and raw materials.
ts protected river affording vessels shelter
moderate climate prevailing through the
ts deepwater channel providing safe and
~cean lanes of the Atlantic, was destined
3' port city.
Lal growth that has occurred within the
)rt-related industry. It has taken many
1g firms, warehousing, importing, and
ling and repairing, port services, and
:acilities. The major facilities along the
)n the following map. Numerous petroleum
~r unloading areas are also located along
port activities has taken place since
: II, During the 28 year period from 1945
tonnage increased a phenomenal 453 percent.
le all freight traffic moving through Jack-

INDUSTRIAL LAND USES

•

I I

t Authority (JPA) has been a boon to
ce its creation in 1963. It owns four
it leases two to private operators and
The JPA has consistently handled 15-20
lle Harbor's foreign import and export
jar cargo imports handled by the JPA are
j steel, coffee, and lumber.
The major
sed on tonnage is petroleum.
channel dredging activities are of
the continued use of the river. These
3sary for the development of the port.
dredged to a depth of 38 feet from the
1s to the Port Authority docks at Talley-

Utilities

MAJOR INDUSTRIAL USES

1.

1

.ly handles imports and receipts, and leads
t these categories.
The major import com: petroleum products (primarily residual
.lpwood, cement, motor vehicles, coffee,
lumber. The leading export commodities
products, fertilizer, and scrap iron and
dles mostly bulk cargo as opposed to

Industrial

~

~
\

Offshore Power Systems

2. Blount Island

\...

......
...

Terminal~JPA

3.

St. Regis Paper Co.

4.

Alton Box Board Co .

5.

Talleyrand Docks and Terminals- JPA

~

Sea-Land Services, Inc.

7.

8th Street Terminals (JPA lease)

8.

McGiffin and Company, Inc.

~

TMT Terminal (SCL)

~.

Commodores Point Terminal Corp.

(JPA lease)

(SCL)

11. Jacksonville Shipyards, Inc.

(Fruehauf)

MAJOR UTILITIES

A.

Northside Generating Station-JEA

B.

J. Dillon Kennedy Generating Station-JEA

C.

Southside Generating Station-JEA
CHANNEL DEPTHS
-

38'

- - - - 34'

• • • • • • 30'

---~ 12'
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1':1.7 MILES

!

J.AP.I.

j

INSTITUTIONAL LAND USES
Major Institutional Uses

1

Ft. Caroline Elementary School

2

Ft. Caroline Junior High

3

Jacksonville University

4

Boys Home

5

Jones College

6

Episcopal High School

7

Bishop Kenny High School

8

City Hall

9

Duval Co. Courthouse

10

City Jail

11

Police Administration

12

Juvenile Detention Center

13

Federal Building

14

Childrens Museum

15

Baptist Hospital

16

Cummer Gall ery of Art

17

Garden Club of Jacksonville

18

Riverside Hospital

19

St. Vincents Medical Center

20

Hendricks Avenue Elemen t ary School

21

Fishweir El ementary Sc h o o l

22

Ortega Elementary School

23

Vene t ia El ementary School

24

Bolles School

Bui~ding
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~nters are located on the river.
The
~iendship Park adjacent to the Main Street

;ource. The present facility was constructed
ctensively by the Duval County school system
a experiences. Its value is complemented
Friendship Park. The Cummer Gallery of
l Riverside Avenue, is itself
a work of
lins both permanent and traveling exhibits.
>ehind the structure slope down to the
~ ing oaks, the gallery contains one of the
Jacksonville. Another major cultural
L Auditorium is located downtown on the
tsively by the community it does not have
waterfront performances.

1'l: 1.7 MilES

W.B.

MILITARY LAND USES
1 . .. .. .. . ...... . .. . . Mayport Naval Air Station
2 .. U.S. Coast Guard Marine and Air Emergency
3 .. .. ........ .. .... .. ...... U.S. Navy Fuel Depot

is heavily influenced by the military.
Ld within the river corridor in military
Lis influence. These activities employ
.ian employees in addition to the mili-

4 . . . .. U.S. Coast Guard Reserve Training Center
S .......... . . .. .. Jacksonville Naval Air Station

: the St. Johns is Mayport Naval Air
•asin is home port for 29 naval ships •
.rport, housing, recreational facilities,
1air yards are located there also. During
te 168 vessels underwent conversion or reAbout 57 percent of the work was performed
·t Naval Air Station include a repair
.stribution system to allow for direct
1eline for disposal of oil sludge
y an industrial area for private cony ships berthed at Mayport.
onducted at the Jacksonville Naval
. the west side of the St. Johns near
Some of the flight patterns for the
and pass over the St. Johns. The base
.pa tible growth adjacent to the base
r their flight activities.
d neighbor in Jacksonville. Periodic
vessels for the public are conducted by
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handled at the U.S. Naval Fuel Depot on
Fuel Depot supplies fuel to local military
3 Whitehouse Field, Cecil Field, Jacksonville
N.A.S. The depot contains 13 storage tanks
city of 870,000 barrels. It received 42
1 or shipped 315 barges in 1974, for a total
nillion barrels of fuel.

!

1'81.7 MILES

J.A.P.I.

also has installations on the river.
located in Panama Park. Several ships
re stationed at Mayport.
1 Lands
1 lands along the St. Johns lie from

j

VACANT OR UNDEVELOPED LAND

e Trout River to Mayport. Included
the vast saltwater marshes which
tern section of Heckscher Drive and
Intracoastal Waterway. These estuarine
rimarily as breeding and nursery
rts and commercial fish.
ckscher Drive was nominated by the
anning Board for purchase under the
lly Endangered Lands Program. It is
a number one priority and State Depart,urces personnel have begun to contact
owners. Sale of the lands is not
!mnation power for this purpose was not
.ty to the mouth of the St. Johns River
~d channel makes these areas vulnerable
;t of the marshes parallel to Heckscher
Heavy Industrial or Industrial WaterLe contains many vacant parcels either
The large parking lots
1 adjacent to the river are shown on
?ed properties. Although they are being
1cent buildings, these parcels are too
Ldered "developed" in their present form.
:ent to the Gulf Life Tower on the south
iS been cleared and assembled for rederoperties and others along Riverside Aveentia! for exciting new developments.
Jngest strip of potentially developable
river is owned by the City of Jacksonville.
ds from the Civic Auditorium to the Jackand is principally used for parking lots.
of the river, from the Fuller Warren Bridge
n Bridge, few vacant parcels front on the
o true of the eastern shore from the Fuller
to Goodbys Lake.
~ the waterfront.
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11 exist in Plumbers Cove and Mandarin.
s becoming scarce and expensive.
In the
rn portion of University Boulevard and
Road are located several large undevelopential construction has been very active
everal site plans have been approved for
nts here.

JACKSONVILl E
INTERNATIONA L

network is a system of surface streets
of these converge toward the downdependence upon Interstate 95, Inter1 and 17, the Arlington Expressway, and
ajor problem with the road network is
ffic and vehicles headed for the downe system. Traffic congestion is heaviic periods on the Mathews, Acosta, Fuller
t bridges.
Completion of Interstate 295
ent of through traffic by diverting it
rea.
t

which will open access to the river.
aditionally have designed their street
which permits linear development along
ic passing near the shore is blocked by
viewing the river.

St. Johns in Jacksonville. The first
er the river for automobile traffic was
ilt in 1921. In recent years, construeridge (1952), Fuller Warren Bridge (1954),
t Bridge (1958} have been responsible
of the eastern side of the St. Johns.
kman Bridge in 1972 improved the developas in Mandarin and Beauclerc. Tolls are
sonville Transportation Authority on the
rt, and Fuller bridges. The tolls are
the costs of these bridges. The Jackon Authority is responsible for design,
ancing of major throughfares and river

I\

.

\.~ ·

EXISTING ROAD NeTWORK
1'~3.0 MILES

J.AP.I.
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When initially constructed this promenade was very
popular. Lack of amenities and activities have discouraged
extensive use of this walkway. On the southside of the downtown, pedestrian walks along the river are disrupted by the
Acosta and the Main Street bridges and by a commercial establishment. Pedestrian walks along the river are also permitted
for a few blocks on River Boulevard in Riverside, and on River
Road in San Marco. Pedestrian crossings exist on only two of
the bridges that cross the St. Johns, the Main Street and the
Acosta Bridge. Construction of a barrier between the sidewalks and the roadway on the Acosta Bridge will ensure greater pedestrian and auto safety.
Bike Trails
Bike travel is becoming very popular. It is used mostly
for recreational uses as Jacksonville's transportation network
has not been designed to accommodate the bicycle. Several
bike paths are presently being built in the city. Initial
routes are in residential areas and will be used primarily for
recreational purposes. These will utilize existing roads and
sidewalks with curb cuts where needed. Mandarin Road, and
River Bluff Road in Arlington are both popular areas for bicycle
riding. Riding a bike in Jacksonville in most areas during peak
travel hours is dangerous.
Special bike lanes do not exist, and
sidewalks are either too congested or lack the necessary curb
cuts to permit easy passage.

Main Street Bridge is a major link in the downtown.
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MANAGEMENT BODIES
Several agencies and organizations are active in managing
different aspects of the river. Some of these are concerned
with sources of pollution and with construction activities
that would degrade the river's environmental quality. Others
affect the use of the river or regulate port operations. Development along the shoreline is also regulated and managed
by several groups. The agencies listed are the ones which
have major impacts upon the river or shoreline development.
Local
City of Jacksonville
The City has great impact upon the development which occurs
along the St. Johns River. Ordinances passed by the Jacksonville City Council regulate land uses and determine intensities
of development.
Zoning, subdivision r egulations, building codes,
site plan approval of large scale developments through Planned
Unit Development zoning, and review approval of Developments of
Regional Impact studies, are all powers granted to local government. Acquisition of lands along the river for pUblic purposes
is also within the scope of local government. Surprisingly,
the City is one of the major landowners of riverfront property
in the downtown area, which gives the city great control over the
development of the waterfront in the downtown area.

~

Bio-Environmental Services Division--Health Department,
City of Jacksonville

E

A
N

A
G
~

Bio-Environmental Services is critical to the protection of the
environment in Jacksonville. Of major importance to the water
quality of the St. Johns and its tributaries is the Water Pollution Control Activity. Technicians here identify pollution
sources, and periodically inspect these operations to ensure
that standards are being met. Wastewater treatment plants are
issued Operation Permits by Bio-Environmental personnel. Records
are kept of operating sewage treatment plants and new connections
are not allowed to loaded or badly performing plants. All building permits are reviewed to ensure acceptable sewage systems
are included. National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
permits are being issued to domestic and industrial sources.
These permits require upgrading of the existing systems to meet
water quality standards or connection to the Regional Treatment
System by 1977.

E
N

T
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n and Management program was established
ough City Ordinance and approval by the St.
.anagement District. The City will inventory
develop water conservation measures, and
.nd water shortage plans.
mthority
>rt Authority {JPA) is an independent authority
~n member board.
Four members of the Board
1e Governor and three by the Mayor. The authority
the operation of the city's port terminals and
to the airports. JPA is actively involved in
loping port facilities, and expanding port
eortation Authority {JTA)
ransportation Authority is an independent
a seven member board of which three are appointed
hree by the Mayor, and one by the State Departtion. Primary functions consist of the developof the expressway system within Jacksonville,
of the bus system. Development of mass transit
.d based or waterborne, and new bridge crossings
.bility. Planning for transportation is coordiMetropolitan Planning Organization.
.· tment of Housing and Urban Development
. ties include Building and Zoning Inspection,
Housing Allowance, Urban Renewal, and manage:or low and moderate income housing. The
~ responsibility for developing plans for utilimonies through the Community Development Block
.1 important aspect of their programming is the
)Vement Mechanism, which strives to provide the
.1borhood oriented improvements programs. Utili~rams in concert with private development could
riverfront areas.
Planning Board
e of this nine member independent authority is to
sive plans for the physical and economic deCity of Jacksonville. The general purpose is to
ish a coordinated and harmonious development of
ng public facilities, transportation systems,
!nts, and utilities. This accomplished through
•lans and short-range development plans coordi.ty's Fiver Year Capital Outlay Program. All
;ubdivision plats, apartment developments, and
!lopments are reviewed by the staff.

The agency has been active in initiating proposals under
the Environmentally Endangered Lands program. While the
agency does not have direct implementation, management, or
enforcement powers, the plans, reviews, and recommendations
submitted by the Department are used by other departments,
agencies and bodies which have management and regulatory
powers.
Downtown Development Authority
The seven members of the Authority are appointed by the Mayor
and confirmed by City Council. A small staff coordinates
downtown development efforts among private developers and
public agencies. The authority is empowered to operate within
a set boundary, which encompass all of the downtown waterfront
areas.
It is empowered to implement plans for downtown development approved by the City Council, acquire properties for public
purposes through eminent domain, and issue bonds for specific
purposes.
Regional
Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council {NFRPC)
Established in 1977 the council is composed of three representatives from each member county. The council acts as the regional
planning agency for the counties of Baker, Clay, Duval, Flagler,
Nas~au, Putnam, and St. Johns.
It is responsible for formulating
reg1onal development plans to ensure sound, coordinated, and
economical growth .
The NFRPC has been designated by the State as the A-95 Areawide
Clearinghouse for the Region's seven counties. The A-95 review
process evaluates the significance of proposed federal or federally
assisted projects to areawide or local plans and programs, and
coordinates project review and comments by appropriate local governments and agencies. Other regional responsibilities include preparation and coordination of reviews of proposed Developments of
Regional Impact.
St. Johns River Water Management District
Created under the Florida Water Resources Act of 1972, the Water
Management District is headed by a nine member governing board.
Charged with promoting the conservation, development, and proper
utilization of surface and groundwater in the St. Johns River
Basin, the district office is located in Palatka. The Department
of Environmental Regulation has general supervisory authority
over the district and has review powers over all rules it promulgates .
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Division regulates and protects saltwater fishing, shrimping,
oyster harvesting, and crabbing activities. Several acts
regulate netting practices, seining, and size limits. Fresh
water aquatic resources are protected through the Division of
Resource Management. Development and activities along coastal
areas fall under the scrutiny of the Bureau of Beaches and
Shores.
Planning, research, development, administration and operation
of the State's recreation areas and parks is the responsibility
of the Division of Recreation and Parks. The Division is ressponsible for land acquisition. The Environmentally Endangered
Lands program, part of the Land Conservation Act of 1972, is
administered by this division. Characteristics of areas which
would qualify for purchase under this program are land or water
areas which are critically important to the viability of the
environmental system and which are threatened by man. Proposals
for acquisition must be approved by the Governor and Cabinet.
Eminent domain cannot be used in acquiring these areas. The
Marine Patrol is an enforcement body of the Department of
Natural Resources. Officers of the Marine Patrol primarily
enforce commercial fishing and boating regulations.
Florida Department of Administration - Division of State Planning
The Division is responsible for State land planning activities,
and is the State Clearinghouse for federally-funded projects.
It is presently preparing a State Land Development Plan to guide
long-range growth in Florida. The plan will consist of policies
to guide agencies and decision-makers.
Two important programs contained in the Florida Environmental
Land and Water Management Act of 1972 are administered by the
Division of State Planning. These two programs are Areas of
Critical State Concern (ACSC) and Developments of Regional
Impact (DRI) . Under the ACSC program, areas needing special
consideration and regulation because of their regional or statewide-environmental or other importance, can be recommended by
the Division of State Planning to the Governor and Cabinet for
ACSC designation. Once an area is designated, local governments
are required to prepare development regulations to ensure that
the area is protected. If the local government does not act,
the Division of State Planning will prepare the regulations to
guide development.
Large scale developments which meet certain State criteria must
be reviewed as Developments of Regional Impact (DRI) . The Northeast Florida Regional Planning Council reviews and coordinates
the DRI review process in this seven-county planning district.
The purpose of the review is to assess the anticipated impact
the development will have on the region, and to lessen or mitigate any negative impacts. The review is submitted to local
government, which makes the decision on issuance of a development
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3r approve the development, deny, or
lations. Appeal of a decision at the local
the Northeast Florida Regional Planning
State Planning, or the applicant/developer.
eal the Governor and Cabinet are the final

hwater Fish Commission
on, enhancement, management, and regulation
fe, the Commission is responsible for both
s.
It is responsible for properly Managing
g of the St. Johns and its tributaries.
fishing, boating and hunting regulations.
stablishes refuges, game management areas,
Permits are issued by the Commission to
ion of noxious plants into public water
Federal
:ngineers
·s is involved in many projects. Corp's
!Ct the St. Johns River include responsibiL, maintenance and operation of Federal river
The corps grants permits for structures
rer or in navigable waters, establishes
tse of navigable waters, removes obstructions
>proves the location and plans for bridges
•• Presently, the Corps is developing a
St. Johns to aid in Mayport Naval Station
1d to determine solutions to the silting
~

.

md hurricane protection are also their
~h erosion control, and restoration of beaches
~med cooperatively with State or local governcontrol on the St. Johns by the Corps is a
?racticed more extensively outside of Duval
:he Federal Water Pollution Control Amend1 404,the U.S. Corps of Engineers has greatly
n over dredge and fill operations. Permits
the Corps of Engineers for discharges of
vities into navigable waters, primary tribuNaters, natural lakes greater than five acres
t wetlands. Effective July 1, 1977 permits
ischarges of dredge and fill materials all
~ters of navigable waterways and their

Types of activities which the Corps now regulates in navigable
waterways include site development fills for recreational,
industrial, commercial, residential, and other uses; causeways
and road fills; dams and dikes; artificial islands; property
protection and/or reclamation devices such as riprap, groins,
seawalls, breakwaters, bulkheads, and fills; beach nourishment;
levees; sanitary landfills; backfill required for the placement
of structures such as sewage treatment facilities, intake and
outfall pipes associated with power plants, and subaqueous utility
lines; and artificial reefs.
U. S. Coast Guard
Jurisdiction over the sovereign waters of the U.S. coast and
navigable waterways is assigned to the Coast Guard. Working
closely with the u. S. Corps of Engineers and the Environmental
Protection Agency they are responsible for management of numerous
river and port activities. They are responsible for issuing
permits for the following:
construction activities on the shoreline, causeways, or bridges which affect navigable waterways;
unloading and shipping of cargo in the port; and transferring
bulk fuel or hazardous cargoes. The Coast Guard enforces water
pollution standards when ships use bilge pumps, develop leaks,
or discharge sanitary wastes. They also ensure that proper
security measures are taken by ships to provide for the safety
of the crew, property, and · the harbor.
This applies to oceangoing vessels temporarily moored in the river.
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
A Federal agency,EPA has primary responsibility for directing
national efforts at protection of the environment, and in developing and enforcing anti-pollution regula tio.ns. Areas of
concern to the EPA include water and air pollution, noise abatement, hazardous substances and the environmental impact of federally
funded projects.
The agency is charged with administration of Federal water programs and issuance of guidelines for meeting requirements of the
Water Pollution Control Act of 1972. This law creates a uniform
set of national standards and enforceable regulations, and also
creates a program for issuing discharge permits based on effluent
limits and geared to specific goals. EPA also approves and periodically review State water quality plans and permitting procedures,
and provides technical assistance to State and local governments.
Toxic pollutants have been identified by EPA and standards
developed for either prohibiting or limiting their discharge
into waterways. These standards are reviewed every three years.
By July 1, 1977, existing industries must improve the quality
of discharged effluents by the "best practicable technology
currently available." This will be upgraded by July 1, 1983

FUTURE OUTLOOK
e technology" that is capable of being
Population Growth
.tment plants are required to attain a
treatment by July, 1977. By 1983, all
.ties must achieve "best practicable
Industries that discharge wastes
1ology. "
!d treatment plants are subject to "preThese standards set by EPA ensure that
tstes do not interfere with the municipalittment system.
)ped by EPA for the location of dredge
rigable waters and oceans. EPA determines
1ve unacceptable adverse effects on water ,.~
)eds, fisheries, wildlife or recreational

Recent population projections for Duval County predict a
population of 817,000 by the year 2000.
This is an increase
of about 239,000 persons over the 1975 population estimate
made by the Jacksonville Area Planning Board. This would indicate that development pressures on the river shoreline will
continue.
There will be increased concerns with the impact of population
growth on resources, the quality of life, and the environment.
There is mounting evidence that urban growth possesses both
positive and negative impacts. How Jacksonville plans for
its growth now will influence the quality of life for future
residents.
Downtown Development
The community has repeatedly expressed a desire to strengthen
and revitalize the downtown. Proper development of the waterfront would assist in achieving this desire. Ar11enities, parks,
and public areas on the waterfront would encourage new residential
and commercial development in the downtown area. An exciting
waterfront would be symbolic of a healthy, dynamic, and progressive city.
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Economic-Transportation
The projected increases in population are based on continued
economic growth. This economic growth will increase pressures
on the shoreline as sites for industrial uses, thus making proper utilization of the port facilities a necessity.
It will also
increase the use of the channel for commercial traff i c. Completion
of the Cross-Florida Barge Canal between Palatka and Yankeetown
on the Gulf of Mexico, would increase barge traffic through
Jacksonville. The status of the project w~ll be decided by the
congress.
If constructed, greater pressure would be placed upon
shallow shoreline areas for development as barge ports.
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The creation of a new transportation corridor between Brunswick,
Georgia and Kansas City, Missouri is also a possibility. A
Multi-State Transportation Advisory Board has been established
to explore the feasibility and value of such a project.
It
would stimulate the eqonomy of many areas now removed from
major transportation links. Being considered for the corridor
are a limited access highway and ''truck express", with a possible
electrical vehicular guidance and control system, rapid rail

K

influence Jacksonville's future dev e lopme n t .
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PARTICIPATION
IN
OUTDOOR RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES
BY
TYPE OF OCCASIONS

1d pneumatic tubes for transport of
Jacksonville could become a major
:his proposal, and import-export handwould likely increase.
LS a means of transporting large numbers
~conomically feasible.
Potentially large
~ being developed in the northside of
~ St. Johns River.
These industrial areas
for quick transit to the downtown area.
~lds

oceans as sources of protein will
:s for fertilizers, insecticides, and
1tinued loss of productive agricultural
1ters will give added incentives to de>urce. This could have a beneficial impact
tl fisheries.
It will also strengthen the
;tuarine marsh systems which are critical
1ost saltwater fish.

~ ticipation

in outdoor recreational activities
rerage annual rate of between 10 and 15 perattributable to population increases and
Lan age. Changes have also occurred in
= factors which are related to the use of
'pportunities. These factors include
'me, increased educational achievement,
Lnd a general reduction in costs to travel.
Lll probably not continue to change as dra~ in the recent past, there will be a conld for outdoor recreational facilities.
~eds will be significantly altered if
,. Historically, there has been a decline
of hours A1nericans work weekly.
This decline
)rter work weeks, increased unionization,
1e, and shorter work days. Recently some
i a four-day, 10-hour work week, while
seven-hour work day.

)ation in Outdoor Recreational Activities
Lllustrates, the type of activity that a
1 varies according to the amount of time
~ased leisure time will place varying demands
Lties depending on how this increased leisure

TYPE OF OCCASION
Activity

Total

Vacations

100%

13%

Bicycling ••••••••••.
Horseback riding ••.•
Playing outdoor
games or sports •••
Golf . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennis . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fishing ••••••.••••••
Canoeing ••••.••.•.••

100
100

10
15

100
100
100
100
100

Sailing •••.•••..••••
Other boating •••••••
Swimming. • • • • • • • • • • .
Ocean •••.•••••••.•
Lake, pond,
stream ••••.•••••
Pool..............
Water skiing ••••••••

100
100
100
100

Total

Camping. • • . • • • • • • . • •
Remote camping ....
Mountain climbing •..
Hiking •••••••••••.••
Walking for
pleasure. . • • . • . • • •
Bird watching •••.•••
Wildlife and bird
photography •••••••
Nature walks .•.••...
Picnics ••.•..•.••...
Driving for
pleasure. . • • • • • • . .
Sightseeing •••••..•.
Attending outdoor
sports events ••..•
Attending outdoor
concerts, plays •••
Hunting •.••••.••••••

Overnight
recreation
trips
12%

Outings

Few
available
hours

52%

23%

6
9

14
28

70

9

8

9

8

9

12
19

20
35

49
31
32
49
27

34

13

19

19

14
10
11

22
11

100
100
100

48

47
51
19
19
16

8

46
50
64
72

10
13
10

15

62

13

5

48

34

20

59

11

100
100
100
100

35
21

n.a.
n.a.
46

n.a.
n.a.

24

65
79
13

20

18

42

17
20

10 0
100

16
14

12
15

46

26

43

28

100

32

6

43

19

100
100

18

15

48

19

7

6
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14

100
100

16
25

8

10

41
47

35
18

100

10

6

28

56

100
100

17
10

5
22

28

50

20

48

14
15
9

n.a. - Not applicable.
Source~
u.s. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation, 1965 Survey of Outdoor Recreation
Activities.
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DEVELOPMENT INTENSITY ANALYSIS
.ons working a four-day week would place
recreational activities normally enjoyed
ght recreation trips. Persons would be
· distances with the extra time. Areas
.noeing would find increased users. On
·e time may be increased due to shorter work
=e more pressure on local facilities
i when only a "few hours are available."
Lmming, bicycle riding, golf, and tennis
~mand.
In either case, the need and demand
Lities along the river will grow with in-

;ing demands will be placed upon the
:inued growth of the Jacksonville area
~s on the shoreline for residential deL firms will continue to compete for water:h all of these pressures, the increased
facilities and resources will also be felt.
urgency that the following Policies, Plans,
mted.

Any methodology for maintenance or the enhancement of land
and water resources poses two fundamental questions: 1) What
resources are most and least vulnerable to degradation? and
2) How can development be guided so as to minimize deleterious
impacts? The response to these questions lies in analyzing the
resiliency of the natural systems, and correlating this with
the stresses of various types of development on those systems.
A measurement of this type analysis is a Development Intensity
Analysis (DIA). The basic philosophical concept on which the
DIA rests is that selected terrestrial eco-systems can sustain
planned human uses in a manner that will not destroy or significantly alter the structure and function of the natural system.
The Development Intensity Analysis developed for the St. Johns
River Corridor analyzed five environmental variables: vegetation,
soils, wildlife value, slope, and flood probability. The selected variables were considered the most critical indices of
landscape vulnerability. Within the group of variables, a hierarchy was established with a ranking and weighting assigned to
each of the variables. Vegetation and soils were considered the
most critical variables and assigned the highest values. Wildlife value, slope, and flood probability received lower values.
Subsequently, each variable was divided into subgroups, with
each component ranked on the basis of vulnerability to development. By overlaying maps of these five natural characteristics,
areas suitable for different intensities of development were
delineated. The following maps illustrate how the five
variables were mapped with weighting given within each of them.
The map in the lower right is a composite of all five variables,
and delineates general areas suitable for varying intensities of
development.
Beyond the examination of natural systems vulnerability, the
DIA considered the impact of a range of lan d uses on land
resources.
Information developed by the JAPB staff and other
sources resulted in a matrix ranking the potential stress of
fifty common land uses on the natural systems in the river
corridor. This data was then correlated with the vulnerability
analysis to produce recommendations for appropriate intensities
of development, based on the natural "carrying capacity" of the
landscape. A thorough review including the resultant matrix is
found in the Background Studies report for this study.

D
I
A

Although not a panacea for all environment development conflict,
the Development Intensity Analysis does facilitate the correlation of development goals with natural system standards, so as
to allow carefully planned uses without needless environmental
destruction. However, the DIA must be viewed from the perspective
~e

Ri ver increase yearly.
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DEVELOPMENT INTENSITY ANALYSIS
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EJ] Moderate Intensity
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low Values
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Moderate Values

~

Low Intensity

~

High Values
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Preservation

DEVELOPMENT INTENSITY ANALYSIS: DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY MATRIX
DEVELOPMENT POTENTIAL

ENVIRONMENTAL VARIABLES

PRESERVATION
CONSERVATION

Vegetation:

MODERATE

HIGH
8
8
8

Culturally Modified Community
Sandhills Community
Flatwoods Community
6

Sand Pine Community
4
4

Coastal Strand Community
Mesophytic Hardwood Community
Salt Water Marsh Community
Mixed Hardwood Swamp Community

2
2

Soils:
8
8
8

Association
Lakeland-Taveres, Varient Association
Chandler-Apopka, Varient Association

Tavere5-~yakka-Basinger

6
6
6
6

Chipley-Leon-Osier Association
Pomello-Myakka Association
Taveres, Varient-Leon Association
Fripp ·Aquic -Quartzipsammen t As soc•. a tion
4
4
4
4

Meggett, Varient-Wauchula-Chohee Association
Myakka-Wauchula-Placie Association
Olustee-Rutledge-Leon Association
Mascotte-Leon-Surrency Association
Salt Water Marsh
Fresh Water Swamp
Brighton Association

2
2
2

Wildlife Values:
Culturally Modified Community
Flatwood Community
Coastal Strand Community

4
4
4

Sandhills Community
Sand Pine Community

3
3

Mesophytic Hardwood Community
Salt Water Marsh Community
Mixed Hardwood Swamp Community

2
1
1

Slope:
1-4\ Slope
4-8\ Slope
>8\ or<l\ Slope

4

3
1

Flood Prone:
Non-Flood Prone
Flood Prone
Composite Scores:

2
6-10 Preservation/Conservation, 11-16 Low Development,

17-20 Moderate Development, 21 26 High Development.
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of the entire river system and the planned development goals
of the entire community. To separate the Intensity Analysis
from the hydrologic and economic realities of the surrounding
environment could negate the impact of the analysis.
The Development Intensity Analysis is recommended as a basis
for guiding development. Four general intensities of development are suggested for presently undeveloped areas. Certain
areas such as saltwater marshes with poor soils, susceptability
to flooding, and high wildlife value are recommended for minimal
development; While upland areas with good drainage, moderate
slopes, and low wildlife values are recommended for more intense
development. These suggested intensities are to be used as a
basis for final development plans at the local level. An isolated area of a county may be able to support intense development from an environmental standpoint, but not be serviced by
the necessary facilities or services to justify this level of
development.
Other critical factors must also be considered in guiding development along the St. Johns River. Transportation factors
such as the location of major highways, railroads, airports, and
navigable waterways are basic in determining land use patterns.
The availability and/or ease of extending basic services such
as sewer and water, and the presence of both police and fire
protection are also important. These factors in addition to the
existing pattern of development must all be considered in recommending future development patterns. The Development Intensity Analysis is intended to be used as a framework in which
these other development factors are examined in order to produce
a desirable growth pattern along the river compatible with the
natural environment.
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STUDY AREA PLANS
Within the river corridor are many distinct areas and neighborhoods. Each possesses different problems and has different
potentials. Problems of a heavy waterfront industrial area
such as Talleyrand are quite different from those found in an
established residential area such as Ortega.
The map on the following page illustrates the 21 Study Areas
which were delineated for the purposes of this study. These
21 areas were selected on the basis of natural boundaries and
edges, and character similarity.
Each area was analyzed in terms of the goals developed for the
St. Johns River.
In analyzing possible new developments and
presently developed areas general design guidelines were
applied. These are presented in the Appendix. At the same
time relevant studies were examined for their impact on the
individual study areas. These studies included the 1990
Comprehensive Plan, the Short Range Plan, and the Comprehensive
Recreation Plan. Input was solicited from the JAPB Subarea
Planner responsible for the area, and discussions were also
held with the individual Citizens Advisory Committees for these
areas. Elements of city-wide importance were discussed with
the St. Johns River Study Advisory Committee.
The following maps contain these proposals and recommendations
for the river corridor.
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1

MAYPORT

2

FORT GEORGE

3

LITTLE MARSH ISLAND

4

FORT CAROLINE - MT. PLEASANT

5

BLOUNT ISLAND - DAME POINT

6

CHASEVILLE

7

DRUM~IOND

8

PANAMA PARK

9

TALLEYRAND

CREEK

10

ARLINGTON

11

ARLINGTON RIVER - POTTSBURG CREEK

12

ST. NICHOLAS

13

DOWNTOWN JACKSONVILLE

14

RIVERSIDE

15

AVONDALE

16

MIRAMAR TERRACE

17

ORTEGA - VENETIA

18

SAN JOSE

19

JACKSONVILLE NAVAL AIR STATION

20

PLUMMERS COVE

21

MANDARIN

Mayport - Study Area 1
The Mayport Study Area includes all of the designated military
lands, and the small community of Mayport on the St. Johns
River. The 1975 population for the area is estimated to be
3,400. Most of these persons reside on the military base.
The general forecast is for the Naval Base to remain stable,
and for the Mayport community to experience limited growth.
A large amount of this study area is saltwater marshland and
is unsuitable for development.
STUDY AREAS

The Mayport community is experiencing some deterioration.
Residential areas are deteriorating and some units should be
replaced. Traffic flow and pedestrian movement is a problem
especially in the summer when traffic backs up at the ferry
crossing.

1

MAYPORT

2

FORT GEORGE

3

LITTLE MARSH ISLAND

Major recommendations for the area include the following:
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MANDARIN

The Mayport community ~ro~ld be studied and a
redevelopment plan prepared. Incompatible land
uses, neighborhood blight, and guidelines for
future growth should be addressed. Mayport could
easily capitalize on its location, fishing fleets
and restaurants, eventually expanding its commer- .
cial appeal.

, .

c

•• ~ .· ·

•

.~·

2.

The city should ensure that open lands adjacent to
the River are preserved for physical and visual
access. Most of these lands are currently under
Federal ownership.

3.

Historical displays and educational exhibits could
be incorporated into the ferry waiting area.

4.

Saltwater marshes should be preserved and protected
from upland development.

5.

The public should be encouraged to participate in
periodic public tours of the Mayport Naval Air
Station.

·'

Historic Lighthouse
.Preserve
.Provide public access to site
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Fort George - Study Area 2
Study Area 2 extends from the mouth of the St. Johns River at
the north jetties to the Intracoastal Waterway at Sisters
Creek. This area contains a mixture of land uses, but is primarily composed of intermittent residential uses placed in a
linear fashion along Heckscher Drive. The only major industrial
use is a shipbuilding and dry dock company located in the
western part of the study area where Sisters Creek and the
St. Johns River meet. Recreation areas here include Little
Talbot Island State Park and the North jetties area. Presently,
the North jetties area, known · as Wards Bank, is an ·linsupervised
recreational area under State ownership.- .
Ft. George Island border~ on this study area. ·''The treecovered island has great historical and archeological importance.
Several historic structures are located on the island,... ·' Being
surrounded by saltwater marshes and the Ft. George ~iver,
development on the island could have serious envi.ronmental
impacts. Ground water resources appear to be li~ited, and
increased water withdrawals for development 90uld create
problems of saltwater iptrusion.
.rl/.1
Study Area 2 is sparsely populated with an estimated 1975
population of approxima.t ely 200 peop,le. The area is
experiencing little or no developmental growth as a large
portion of the develop,a ble land on Fanning Island is under the
ownership of an industr;i.ally oriented development company.
Also, the potentia). development of industrial uses here and the
recent purchase by the JPA· of a dredge spoil site on Fanning
Island have been deterrent,,s to residential growth.
(

Major recommendations ~~t' the area include the following:
~r

J.

~.

1.

This area should '-d evelop primarily for residential uses,
the design of wb~6h :should be compatible with the natural
systems located in ·the r, area.

2.

Industrial uses·' should be limited to their present
locations.

3.

A beach-oitented comple~ at the north jetty area known
as Wards Bank should be developed. This could be under
State management, or the land could be given to the City
for development. Emphasis, should be on preserving the
natural environment, and enhancing both surfing and
f~shing activities.

4.

Development intensity on Ft. George Island should be
determined by the 'island's ability to . support such
development. The public should be made aware of the
cultural and historic resources that exist on the island.

\

exist at the North Jetties.
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Little Marsh Islands - Study Area 3
on Heckscher and AlA should be designated
:k to the Nassau County line. Various
j be used to preserve the scenic nature
Lncluding the purchase of scenic easements,
vehicle speed, regulations on signs, and
E utility lines underground. Periodic
)e incorporated.

Located on the north side of the St. Johns River, Stu dy Area 3
extends easterly from the Seaboard Coast Line tracks servicing
Blount Island to the Intracoastal Waterway at Sisters Creek.
The area is similar to Study Area 2, containing residences
scattered along Heckscher Drive, with some fish camps ·, and.
restaurants located near the bridges. In 1975 the estimated
population for the entire area was 300 people. A large dredge
spoil deposit site for OPS has been created east of Clapboard
Creek and north of Heckscher Drive.
Development of housing in this area on upland sites is desirable in order to provide easy access to employment opportunities
on the northside. As industrial development increases north of
the St. Johns River, the demand for housing in this portion of
the county will also increase. A large vacant tract of land
fronting on the St. Johns on Little Marsh Island is already
zoned for residential uses.
The bridges crossing Clapboard and Brown creeks are used
extensively by local fishermen and serve a recreational purpose.
Parking is a problem and no sanitary facilities are available
for the fishermen.
Major recommendations for the area include the following:

(l shore line.

1.

The area's growth should be predominantly residential,
with safeguards for adjacent sensitive lands.

2.

Lands zoned for Industrial Waterfront or Industrial Heavy
should be rezoned to reflect long range plans for the
area.

3.

A large tract of vacant land at Shell Bay should be
acquired for a park site.

4.

Saltwater Marshes should be purchased and preserved under
the Florida Environmentally Endangered Lands Program.

5.

The scenic beauty of this area should be preserved and
enhanced through scenic easements and designation of
Heckscher Drive as a scenic highway.

6.

The feasibility of locating a mooring area for larger
ocean-going pleasure craft in the stretch of the St. Johns
between Blount Island and Heckscher Drive should be
explored.

7.

Recognize the recreational value of the fishing bridges
at Clapboard and Browns creeks to the public and provide
adequate parking and sanitary facilities for the fishermen
who use them.
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Fort Caroline - Study Area 4
>f-ways on Little Marsh Island which
into the St. Johns River should be
le City in order to assure physical
river for interior residents when
lly developed.

The Fort Caroline Study Area is situated on the south bank of
the St. Johns River, between Holly Oaks subdivision and
Spanish Point. In 1975 the population within the study area
was estimated to be 1700 persons. Development trends indicate
an increase in residential subdivision construction. The
large amount of undeveloped acreage and the prestigious
character of existing development are magnets accelerating
development.
Housing quality in the area is almost uniformly excellent.
Most houses are well maintained. The major exceptions are
located in the Cosmos community. Cosmos is a low income
Black community straddling Fort Caroline Road. Housing
conditions in Cosmos are mixed, ranging from sound to
dilapidated. Mill Cove was once a popular fishing area,
today the fishing is poor and severe siltation problems
exist. The construction of Quarantine Island with dredge
materials has altered the normal flushing action of the
tide in the cove, resulting in the accumulation of sediment
on the bottom. The u. s. Corps of Engineers is studying
this problem in conjunction with an analysis of the silting
problems at the Mayport Naval Station shipturning basin.
To aid in the analysis a working model of the St. Johns
River has been constructed at Army Engineers Waterways
Experiment Station at Vicksburg, Mississippi. Results of
the testing should be available in 1977.
The Fort Caroline area contains several features for major
attention and concern. The National Park Service maintains
the Fort Caroline National Monument, which contains a replica
of a French Huguenot fortified settlement. A short distance
away on St. Johns Bluff is a monument to the French explorer
Jean Ribault.
Major recommendations for the area include the following:

rooline guards the St. Johns River.

1.

Develop Mill Cove Park on Reed Island as a major
recreation center.

2.

Await results and analysis of u. s. Corps of Engineers
river model testing to use as a basis for recommendations on development of Quarantine Island and Mill
Cove. If feasible, restore Mill Cove to its original
condition and solve silting problem, possibly through
restructuring of Quarantine Island. Utilize Quarantine
Island as a water oriented recreation facility.

3.

Eventually link Fort Caroline National Monument with
pedestrian ~:ails to the Quarantine Island recreational
center if development of this park is feasible.
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Blount Island/Dame Point - Study Area 5
adjacent to Ft. Caroline National
lt Scenic Monument is compatible
c areas. Low density residential
ed.
dential developments to provide
.1 access to the water for all
hood improvement and rehabilitation

Study Area 5 is located on the north side of the river between
Broward Creek and the Seaboard Coast Line Railroad tracks
leading from Blount Island. The 1975 estimated population for
this area is 600. Population will probably decline as this
area contains mostly developable, industrially zoned land.
The predominant use in this area is industrial •
Residential development is located on Dame Point, and linearly
along Heckscher Drive across from Blount Island. The residential developments occurring along New Berlin Road are in
deteriorating condition. The residential area on August Drive
and Dame Point Road is the best maintained community in the
study area.
The old Blount Island Bridge is leased by the Jacksonville
Recreation Department for use as a public fishing pier. In
addition to this public area« Yellow Bluff Fort is located
nearby on Dame Point. The fort is. a confederate earthenwork
fortification built to guard the St. Johns River from Union
Naval forces.
It possesses tremendous historical and recreational potential, but few people are aware of its location.
Quarantine Island is an ___artificial landform created by dredge
spoil. It divides the river channel from Mill Cove.
Presently, the Corps of Engineers is studying solutions to
the silting problem in Mill Cove. Possible reconstruction
of the island may be necessary in order to permit natural
flushing of the Cove by tidal action. The island has tremendous potential for development as a recreational center.
Recommendations for the area include the following:

~

1.

Encourage continued industrial growth on Blount Island,
Dame Point, and upland properties in the area with
eventual phasing out of residential uses.

2.

Yellow Bluff Fort should be adequately protected and
buffered from future industrial growth and be developed
as a historic site.

3.

Eventual development of Quarantine Island into a water
oriented recreational resource, dependent upon results
of U. S. Corps of Engineers study of siltation problems
in Mill Cove.

4.

When Heckscher Drive is widened the new bridge crossings
over Broward River and Dunns Creek should include provisions for fishermen. Adequate areas for parking
nearby the bridges should also be coordinated.

Blount Island due to its proximity to the
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Chaseville - Study Area 6
passive park is recommended on the
riverfront land just east of the
In addition, scenic easements should be
d parallel to Heckscher Drive west of
nsure retention of the scenic views from
oth Dunns Creek and the St. Johns River.

The Chaseville Study Area is situated on the south shore of the
St. Johns where the river turns south toward the Downtown.
Located north of the Arlington study area, Chaseville is the
peripheral extension of the Arlington residential trend.
From a land use viewpoint, Chaseville is solidly residential.
Most residential development is single-family; however, the
economic situation and development have brought about the
introduction of several large apartment complexes on Fort
Caroline Road and University Boulevard.
Population estimates and projections for Chaseville demonstrate
the rapid growth of the area in the past five years, and forecast continued growth. Between 1970-1975 Chaseville grew in
population from 4,477 to 7,700 persons, a 72 percent increase.
This increase was the second highest in the River Corridor.
Development trends indicate a continued increase in residential
development in the area. Large vacant tracts of land around
Reddie Point and North Fort Caroline are owned by development
companies and planned for more single-family and multi-family
housing. Indications are that the character of the development
will be in keeping with existing development.
Major recommendations for the area include the following:
1.

Shoreline marshes located in the study area should be
preserved.

2.

Encourage residential developments to include physical
and visual access to the river for local residents.
This could be accomplished through clustering of
waterfront dwellings, designating areas of shoreline
for common open space and parks, and developing
pedestrian trails or walks along the shoreline.

3.

Acquire areas at intervals along the shoreline for
public parks. Specific sites selected should be
coordinated with private development plans for the
area.

4.

Restore Mill Cove as a fishing, boating, and recreation
area if feasible based on u. s. Corps of Engineers
St. Johns River Study.

5.

Develop pedestrian paths along the shoreline where
feasible.

veloped wooded areas along the shoreline .
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h camping and recreational facilities
a between the Zoo and Main Street on

Develop Old Main Street Bridge
.Fishing pier
.Restrooms, parking
.Shading, trash receptacles

Relocate Au~o Disposal Plant
.Aesthetic and environment pollutant
.Conflict with Zoo

r the Broward River should contain
hing when it is constructed.
in Street Bridge as a recreational
ng, with rest rooms, trash receptacles,
provided for users.
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Area 7 · Drummond Creek
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rea 8
ed west of the St. Johns River just south
Industrial uses are predominant in the
a; however, the industrial uses mainly
en Avenue on the river. The primary
include the u. S. Gypsum Plant, and
farms.
Residential development occurs
~vergreen Avenue.
The residential areas
vergreen contain many deteriorated units.
~1 development includes three seafood
Lghborhood markets, a boat yard, and a

TROUT
ntain residential integrity
.Buffer adjacent industrial uses
.Rehabilitation older structures

for the area include the following:
J of the industrial areas should be

to protect the residential integrity
~ rable amount of vacant land in the
rreen Avenue, some of which is used
•rage. The location of industrial
r waterfront should be encouraged in

e "Fisherman's Wharf" on the Trout
e existing waterfront restaurants
an overall waterfront theme,
g, walkways, fishing pier, and
entia! integrity of the neighborhood,
c circulation to industrial areas.
ned Main Street Bridge as a fishing
e rest rooms, trash receptables, and
Llsers.

1~2000'
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Area 9

waterfront industrial facilities than any
orridor. This area houses three of JPA's
, one-half of the petroleum tank farms
t. Johns, most of the containerized shipe of the three JEA generating stations,
1ile import facilities, and the two largest
·Commodore Point and the leased Seaboard
area.
in this area was 500 people. Residential
lOre Street near the Alton Box Plant is
.o ration and a slow transition to industrial
older industrial areas are also deterior.b ili tation and redevelopment.
1ns for this study area include the following:
t residential area adjacent
:p ressway is recommended for
and the residential area on
e redeveloped to industrial

to the
commercial
Wigmore
uses.

38' ch

~·'"'
w

for visual and noise pollution, is
all industries adjacent to existing
ghborhoods.

>

a::

(f)

z

industrial area should be improved
ion of industries that do not need
djacent property. This would lead
use of waterfront land.

:z:
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(f)

.atrial development should be coordinated
hrough the efforts of a Port Development
ized to establish goals for waterfront
·t h and to coordinate port activities.
n on-going process leading to more
.ore effective development of the port

Potential Redevelo
.Nev bulkhead re
.Fill to author!
.More feasible a
becomes scarce

tion control should be stressed for all
trial facilities.
and Avenue for industrial traffic.
le relocation of fuel storage tanks
locations if the proposed clean fuels
ouisiana to Jacksonville is built.
1~2,000'
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Area 9 · Talleyrand
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ong the east shore of the river opposite
ort-related Talleyrand area. Unlike the
~rand, Arlington is almost entirely
f this area is either well-maintained
ti-family residential, with commercial
~ Boulevard.
The Jacksonville University
acres between the river and University
industrial land use exists in Arlington
ging operation located next to the area's
ding.
5, the population grew in the study area
persons. Nearly all this growth can be
tment construction. The remaining vacant
north of Jacksonville University and is
mily housing.
s for Arlington include the following:
develop a park between the river
Road. This area could be developed
and passive recreation and could be
ntial areas by the recommended bike
ve the Arlington boat ramp, and
location of the neighboring
+ acres

trail along the river shoreline,
of both easements and acquisition,
ion with private developments.

areas
.Scenic trails

public use of Jacksonville Uni versi·ty
:ilities through lease agreements, tax
.her methods •
.tive residential development along the
will utilize the shoreline effectively
:r access to interior residents.

1~000'
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Arlington River/Pottsburg Creek - Study Area 11
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Study Area 11 includes those lands situated along the St. Johns
River at its confluence with the Arlington River and Pottsburg
Creek--two major tributaries of the river. Land use in the
area is ·mixed. Attractive single-family residential uses are
found in the established neighborhoods bordering the river,
including Clifton and Oak Haven. However, a linear pattern of
mixed commercial, institutional, multi-family, and office
typifies the land use along Atlantic Boulevard and lower
University Boulevard. Housing quality and maintenance in the
area · are good.
Population estimates for 1975 were 3,700, up from 2,100 in 1970.
This 72 percent increase was the highest of any of the study
areas. The exceptional increase in population is the result
of the construction of several large apartment complexes in
the study area.
Recommendations for the area include the following:

a. • ·' .~

r

1 •

1.

Explore development of a pedestrian walk along the
river near the Hart Bridge.

2.

Maintain visual access to the river at Pottsburg Creek
and the Ar~ington Road.

3.

Encourage 'private redevelopment of marginal residential
areas on the riverfront to include improved access for
residents.

4.

112 .'

Develop Exchange Island into a water-oriented recreational
_facility, with possibly a marina and mooring areas. It
~ could be leased by the City to a private group for
development and operation.
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1;;2,000'
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· Area is situated west of the Hart Bridge
rl Recreational Complex. Population data
11t1unity with little change in population.
: estimated at about 1,300 persons.
1le for development, with any changes in
'm redevelopment. However, land uses
~ only potential changes being the
of strip commercial along Beach and
.th the St. Nicholas area is the lack of
·iver. Residential development and the
·operty occupy most of the shoreline. A
.chored near shore mars the view, and
line is also a problem.

Mini-Park
.Palmer Terrace-R.o.w •
• Acquire 2 lots (2-acres)
.Passive - Picnic

for the area include the following:
velopment of a small mini-park at the
·ace.
the Homestead Road right-of-way to
me for vessels in the river.
le joint development and use of
ities on the shoreline at Bishop
ivate and public groups.

1~2poo'

JA.P.B.

Area 12· St Nicholas
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.y Area 13

mary concentration of commercial,
s along the river. The study area
horeline by Margaret Street and
.nd on the southern side by Landon

high density commercial and office
.1 office buildings, some older
light and heavy industrial uses,
include Gulf Life, Independent
'i ty Hall, Peninsular Life, the
.ship Park. The Isaiah D. Hart,
.ler Warren bridges serve the area.

of land in this area is either
ng purposes. Large tracts of
and east of the Gulf Life Tower,
•ulevard. Parking areas occupy
land from the Civic Auditorium
.s.

Crowds line the shore downtown to enjoy River Days activities.
Several developments have been proposed within the river
corridor. Gulf Life Holding Company has plans for a large
tract of land south and east of the Gulf Life Tower. Proposed
for St. Johns Place are a commercial center, offices, hotel,
and high-rise multi-family residential. St. Joe Paper Company
has disclosed plans for an office building adjacent to the
Florida Publishing Company.
In addition, Seaboard Coast Line
proposes a large complex of office and commercial uses
adjacent to their present building between Pearl Street and
the Acosta Bridge. All of these indicate tremendous development pressures are being exerted on the St. Johns River
shoreline in the downtown area. Action to ensure proper
development must be taken soon by the City.
A system of pedestrian areas, plazas and walkways should
parallel the waterfront along both sides of the river downtown.
To be successful, amenities for the pedestrian must be
provided in these areas, such as shelters from the sun, shade
trees, rest rooms, drinking fountains, and seating areas.
Variety, different textures, landscaping, and a sense of
excitement should also be incorporated into the design of
these pedestrian areas.
In these areas open-air stands and
vendors should be encouraged. Fronting on the pedestrian
areas retail commercial stores, restaurants, and small shops
are recommended.

An integral part of this proposed pedestrian space along the
river should be the periodic placement of urban parks. These
larger areas could provide for limited recreation and for such
things as concerts or exhibits. Needed relief from our rapidly
developing central business district could be provided through

lots line the north side of the river.
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Final placement and design of these
Qpon the recommendations of the proposed
~velopment Study.
Suggested areas for
tty centers are noted on the study area
Lude a portion of city-owned property
, and a site adjacent to the Civic
~ite is suggested in the area between
Warren bridges.
rpe of shoreline must be coordinated with
In addition to benefitting shoreline
te public, this type of urban waterfront
re image for Jacksonville, which is so
:he St. Johns River.
entertainment area. Development of a
.n "Historic Wharf," or a nautical theme
eet this need.
Included in the waterfront
nts, places of entertainment, artist and
ality outlets. Helping to create a
g ships and steamboats of a bygone era
piers. These vessels could be converted
museums, or open for tours.
Possible
the river could depart from this general
owntown where such a development is
ld Gibbs Shipyards east of the Gulf Life
properties between the Acosta and Fuller
jes, both panoramic and contained, serve
visually connecting Riverfront activity
i the River.
It is important that
1al corridors be preserved and enhanced
~s be developed.

r

.

: for all age groups should be encouraged
Multi-family units along the river should
:ess for residents, afford them security,
,lities if feasible. Provision of public·
such as well-developed parks, efficient
street lighting, and increased nighttime
the marketability of residences in the
n Waterfront Development Study is
ed jointly by the JAPB and the Downtown
shoreline areas would be examined in
erings would be developed with the
operty owners, city officials, and the
implementing the plan and developing
mulated. Development of our waterfront
ded and controlled. This might entail
packaging of properties for redevelop-

Recent construction begins to give City a new appearance.

The Gator Bowl Area Study, prepared by the JAPB, recommended
development of a regional sports center.
In addition to the
Gator Bowl, Ball Park, and Coliseum, a Multi~purpose Center
is recommended. Major expansion would provide for increased
parking, permanent fair facilities, tennis and handball courts,
track and field events, a swimming pool, and a children's play
area. Proposed waterfront development to be linked to the
complex includes a marina, hotel, and riverfront park.
The transportation needs of the downtown are currently being
examined by the Jacksonville Central Area Transportation Study.
Items being considered include mass transit and major street
needs. Definite solutions must be found to correct the chronic
traffic congestion on the Acosta Bridge. One possible solution
includes linkage to I-95 on the west of the northern terminus
of the bridge.
Extension of Coast Line Drive from Pearl Street to the Fuller
Warren Bridge was recommended in the recent Jacksonville Urban
Area Transportation Study (JUATS). Construction of the drive
with adequate turnouts and public areas, could help open the
river to public access. An alternative to construction of the
roadway would be development of a pedestrian oriented parkway
along the river.
Proposals for new bridge crossings and mass transit crossings
in the JUATS and Urban Mass Transit Study may prove to be
needed when the update currently underway is completed. The
river study staff feels that these crossings, if they are
proven to be essential, should parallel existing structures.
Proliferation of crossings in the downtown area wili further
segment the river, and reduce its scenic value to the urban
landscape.
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for the downtown are as follows:
·e r should become the focal point for
.cksonville •
.c pedestrian areas, plazas, and walkways
•ed to parallel the shoreline.
~ks

should be developed along the downtown

1 entertainment-commercial-tourist center
:he waterfront utilizing a nautical or

~

and docking of floating restaurants,
jisplay craft should be encouraged.

g the shoreline should retain and enhance
corridors to the river.
lopment should be encouraged in the
he river.
e area between the Fuller Warren Bridge
rive detailed alternative development
be formulated, with and without the
1ine Drive extension •
.ings of the river in the downtown area
existing bridges to limit additional
.on of the river.
~front Development Study sponsored
rAPB and the Downtown Development
i be conducted to generate detailed
Lmetable for development and
E the urban waterfront.
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tabliah Pedestrian Area Along Downt
Orient waterfront uses to people
Building setback • Landscaping
Develop system of parks, plaza
Provide amenities--benches,
Encourage restaurants,

1':::2ooo'
J.A.P.B.

LEGEND

*•

Potential Marina Site
Potential Historic or
Nautical Theme Wharf

Downtown

Jacksonville
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\rea 14
r Area includes the development between

St. Johns River, and from Margaret Street
This older neighborhood with some
has undergone major modifications over
rer homes have been converted into apartments,
:i-family units have been constructed along
; are scattered throughout the area from
:reets. The growth of St. Vincent's and
; have greatly impacted adjacent neighborhoods.
~s have been removed to provide parking, and
!S have been established in close proximity
Within this study area several viable resi- exist. The present population for the area
~

100.

Visual Barriers to Street End
.Goodwin, Copeland , Osceola

Lment from institutional and commercial-office
:ening the residential quality of the area.
:hat pressures for growth and expansion of
:ornrnercial uses will continue. The present
1le Office and Institutional (RMOI) zoning
Lis type of expansion in residential areas.

and street furniture
. Vincent's Medical Center
.Define boundaries
.Parking garage--re m ed~ parking problems
.Limit residential encroachment
.Improve traffic f low
. Enhance riverfront for patients and v isitors

: the area include the following:
impact of new high rise
shade and flowering trees

:e existing zoning pattern to encourage
: existing residential pattern.
lS

high -rise structures
residential areas

of the area in a historic preservation

.g opportunities along the shoreline to
:al and visual access to the river through
numerous mini-parks on the river.
.hance existing tree cover.

Proposed Bike Path
.Use existing streets

Mini-Parks
.Small neighborhood parks
.Visual access to St. Johns
.Pedestrian and bike access
.Possible on street end ings:
Stockton, Powell Place, Cherry,
Mallory, W illowbran ~ Terrace,
Donald, Elizabeth P~ce, Seminole ,
Challen, Edgewood -~

:hment by high-rise residential towers
.ential areas.
upport ne.ighborhood revitalization
iverside-Avondale Preservation Society.

1"2000'
J.A.P.B.

Area 14 · Riverside /
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c of the Avondale Study Area can be

r stable residential area with supporting
There are a few multi-family residential
rofessional office clusters.
975 was estimated at 5,700. The major
ed stabili.zation of the residential
nued improvement of commercial activities
ter and Roosevelt Mall, and the continued
and water-oriented facilities along the
be suitable for a waterborne transit stop.
omes feasible, a loading area might be
e proposed recreational facility adjacent
1. A lease agreement with the Mall could
de automobile parking for some of the
.s for the area include the following:
.g area on the Ortega River for larger

.Small neighborhood parks
.Visual access to St. Johns
.Pedes trian and bike access
.Possible on street endings:
Greenwood, Mo ntgomery Place,
Van Wert, Talbot, and Edgewood

,nt mini-parks on road right-of-ways to
. and visual access to the river.
:hs which link to waterfront parks.
up Fishweir Creek

:ion and development of a water-oriented
)nal area on the Ortega River southeast
Ll.

from Fishweir Creek.
rrax Commercial Area
.Relocate d i agonal parking from east to west side ~f Herschel
.Landscaping
.Improve pedestrian circulation
.Sign control
.Common theme
.Shade trees

.Picnic areas
.Landscaping

.Limited parking
.Develop area east of Grand
Larger Vessels

parking
1~2000 '

J.A.P.B.

Area 15 · Avondale
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• Landscaping--shade trees • Comp 1 ,..m...,
e.Lt
-ra
rnf;,.,jrl~t:rmr;;t:;:r.
.Restoration or fountain .Possi ~
• Sign control
.Parking redesign

:udy Area 16
Study Area extends from Landon Street south
1nd from San Jose Boulevard west to the St.
~neral character of the Miramar Terrace
f very stable and desirable single-family
expensive homes fronting on the St. Johns.
3, San Marco and Miramar, are located in the
~ development is anticipated since most of
Ly developed. Vacant property along the
t. Fortunately though, two municipal parks,
1ridge, do have frontage on the St. Johns.

Retain Ch aracter of Brid ge
.Improve visual access - - - - . . _

River Oaks P a r k - - - - - - - - - - -.......
• Possible canoe l a u nch
.Provide parking
.Picnic areas
.Maintenance

Lng area has deteriorated, and needs signi~nning.
It still is very active and could
~1 improvements.
Traffic circulation is
movement comes into conflict with automobile
s a problem.

---------...f

Min.i-Park
.Inwood Terrace
.Pedestrian access
.Furniture
.Maintenance

1s for the area include the following:
ign the San Marco Shopping Center.
: circulation and parking areas are
~se of complementary building facades,
rian areas, and general landscaping

Greenridge P a r k - - - - - - - - - - ,
.Extensive development
.Canoe launch
.Parking
.Fishing pier
.Picnic areas
QC
.Hiking trail
~

>
0::

should be developed and properly
cnic areas and limited parking are
te is ideal for a canoe launching

(/)

z

:I:

0
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should be developed. The southern
park is presently undeveloped, and
picnic areas, and water-oriented
suggested.

....:
(/)

Miramar Center
.Define traffic ingress and egress
.Sign cont rol
.Shade trees

1~2,000'
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Area 16
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Miramar Terrace
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Area 17

~outh and west of the downtown urban core,
>y residential development with supporting
1nity commercial development. The area is
~ as the homes are well maintained and
Je left for further development. The 1975
)f the area is 5,800. The area has extenLarge oaks and tall pines, and enjoys the
1ded by both the Ortega and St. Johns

for the area include the following:

ippewa Park
.Passive .Buffer residences
.Boardwalk .Viewing areas and benches

)Uld be improved and better utilized.
1ole parks are located on the shoreline
~nted more toward the river.
Both
n selective clearing to open views of
~ road.

Mini-Parks
. Small neighborhood parks
.Visual access to St. Johns
.Pedestrian and bike access
.Possible on street endings:
Apache, Harvard, Edward Lane,
Grand, Pawnee, Apalachee

1.5',;..

be developed on selected street
for neighborhood access to the river.
Kist on Apache, Harvard, Edward Lane,
i Apalachee .
~

~ood conservation and retain the scenic
3.rea through preservation of existing

ini-park on the St. Johns across from
~f Chippewa and Ortega Boulevard.

.Priv a t e marina

,-

1~2000'
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18
:a extends from New Rose Creek south to
:om San Jose Boulevard west to the St.
re single-family residences are predomithe shoreline is lined with larger homes.
Ldiate from San Jose Boulevard. Bolles
; from the intersection of St. Augustine
Levard, extends from San Jose to the river.
:ion for the area is 2,000. Hardly any
)ated for the area due to the lack of
; also very little vacant shoreline.
~ of the most deficient with respect to
~rfront access.
The only large vacant
1e shoreline is part of the Dupont Estate.
Ktends across San Jose Boulevard at San
~ follows a small stream, but terminates
Johns River. Utility lines run through
for the area include the following:
on and development of a major
creational area on the north side
eek on the St. Johns.

_.-----~

•ev Rose Creek _
.Retain Tisual corridor

Proposed
Christopher Creek Park
.Boat launch
.Fishing pier
.Picnic

VERONA Park~~-------_;._lilllll:~~..d
.Picnic areas
.Underground utility placement
.Maintenance

Waterfront Acces
.Acquisition or easement
.Link park to river

ridor from San Jose Boulevard to
Rose Creek.
to the river by property acquisition
'oardwalk.
tage along San Jose Boulevard through
rn controls.

Sign Control along

1:2,000'
J.A.P.B.

Area 18 · San Jose
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BAS Annex Property
.Propoaed public
.Boat landing

TIMUQUANA
COUNTRY
CLUB
R.O.W.
mounding
.Landscaping
.Shade and !lowering

- -- - - - - -

=-=--=-.::.....=-~-

-:._:-_ .. - - -- - -

Airport Noise Safety Im
.Protect military !rom
!rom non-compatible

rivate Marina (NAS)

Explore possibility of leasing
waterfront acreage for park
development
Mini-Park
.Collins Road right-ot-way
.Open vista access to River
Rudder Club
.Private sailing club
.Storage area for trailered craft
Neighborhood Preservation and Upgrading
• Spot rehabilitation
.Spot demolition

--

1 '~2,000'

J.A.P.B.

19 · Jac ksonvi lie Naval Air Station
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Acquire waterfront property
tor boat launch-marina it
property becomes available

t udy Area 20

Preaently little Yiaual or physical
accesa to the St. Johns
.Policies ot acquiaition and easeme·nts
.Jncourage clustering and inclusion
public area• on shoreline

Study Area is in the southeastern section of
i .s characterized by older residential develciverfront, with new residential development
1d commercial developing along State Road 13.
1eral is very well-maintained. The estimated
Jr this study area is 1,700; however, new
Jpment is anticipated, and population should
~se.
Development trends will follow existing
~ probability of increased commercial along

ridge Design
.Permit bike and
pedeatrian crosaing

Commercial Areas
.Landscaping
.Sign control•

RD.

in the area is the lack of riverfront acreage
risual access to the St. Johns River. The
~h lands should be of primary concern, with
and considerations of bicycle and scenic route
~ey roads in the area.
The tree cover, as in
~ksonville, is excellent and should be

Proposed Commercial Center

,_.
..ons for the area include the following:
:ront acreage for public recreational areas
.and is available.

CJ)

Poaaible acquisition
park site

Highway 13
.Landscaping median
.Flowering trees
along R.o.w.

>tering and residential development patterns
tterfront access for residents of nonshore.arin-Scott Mill Road as a scenic drive to
.luff Lane.

Historic Site
.Dr. Baldwin's grave
.Protection and maintenance
.Proper identification

Area 20· Plummers Cove
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Encourage planned commercial cluster
rather than strip development

County Dock Landing ............................_,
.Acquire adjacent waterfront property
.Improve dock-remove or mark obstructions
.Parking and restrooms

Old Mandarin .............................
• Retain historic character
.Preservation
.Identification of historic
Proposed Mandarin Point Park
• Picnic
• Fish.ing pier . Trails

25 acres

ib l e Traffic Light
--courage traffic on Orange Pickers
rage use of Mandarin Road

allow passage

Scenic Dri
.Speed restrictions
.Retain trees
.Replant oaks

1" 2,000'
J.A.P. B.

Utility placement
Brady Road
.Acquire adjacent l and
.Neighborhood park

--,..__

21· Mandarin (
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PROPOSED PROGRAMS
Environmental Improvement Programs

R
G

A
M

Upgrading the water quality of the St. Johns is crucial for
health, recreational and aesthetic reasons.
Implementation
of the Water Quality Management Plan will help to improve
water quality. A system of regional wastewater treatment
plants will consolidate individual treatment facilities.
Raw sewage outfalls into the St. Johns will be eliminated
by 1977. Pollution control activities by Bio-Environmental
Services should be strengthened and regulations strictly
enforced.
Surface runoff during rainstorms carries pollutants from
upland areas into the county's waterways. These non-point
sources of pollution should be identified, and methods of
controlling these pollutants should be developed. Holding
basins, street cleaning, pervious paving, and on-site retention of storm runoff are some methods of control nonpoint sources of pollution.

.. "'-

_

Valuable natural systems along the river should be protected
from destruction or incompatible development. Saltwater
marshes and freshwater swamps act to purify water, aid in
flood control, and promote aquatic and wildlife production.
The estuarine marsh system acts as a breeding area and
nursery for sports and commercial varieties of fish.
These
natural systems are valuable to man, and their functions are
costly to duplicate by man-made systems. Purchase of the
saltwater marshes should be actively pursued under the
Environmentally Endangered Lands Program. To provide interim protection these areas should be zoned Open Rural
to preclude intense development.
Development intensities for the county's natural areas
should be based on their capability to support certain types
of development. Portions of the county covered with. mature
hardwood associations are well suited to lower intensity
uses which would not significantly alter the woodland
character. The natural cooling in summer, and protection in
winter provided by these wooded areas should be utilized. in
development to aid in energy, conservation. Areas less
sensitive to development should be reserved for higher intensity uses. Of course, development patterns will also be
influenced by the transportation network and existing ·
development patterns.
e south of the Buckman Bridge.

Removal of river channel dredge material unsuitable for
beach renourishment should be disposed of at sea in EPA
approved locations, or in suitable upland sites. Wetland

139

Public Education on Natural Systems \
.Ecology trails
\
.School programs

areas normally should not be utilized for this purpose.

e natural buffer
ng shoreline

Guide development by the ability
of natural areas to support
such development

ove Visual Image
andscaping
ign Ordinance

Preserve Saltwater Marshes
Nursery grounds for sports
and commercial fish
Purchase under Environmentally
Endangered Landa Proaram
Protect from upland development
Rezone to OR

.ity Management Plan
' Outfalls
;tevater Treatment Plants

Control Non-Point Sources of Pollution
.On-site retention of increased runoff
. Improve runoff quality
.Use of non-structural controls

e on biological
.chanical devices
ter hyacinths

Limit development in Flood Plains

Introduction of control agents to limit the growth of
aquatic weeds should be carefully regulated. The excessive
use of chemicals for water hyacinth control might be re~
placed by State approved biological control agents or
mechanical devices. The use of an exotic fish, the White
Amur, is being considered for use in controlling aquatic
weeds. Conflicting information exists on the potential
impact release of this Asian grass carp might have on
Floridian waters. Some groups fear that it may be destructive to habitat needed for local game fish.
Introduction
of this fish into the St. Johns, its tributaries, or nearby water bodies where spillover is possible, should be
halted until exhaustive research is conducted.
High quality design should be encouraged in shoreline
development. Unobtrusive signing and the provision for
adequate landscaping is advised. Large tree specimens
should be protected from unnecessary destruction by developments.
Public awareness and educational programs about the natural
environment should be strengthened. In addition to regular
classroom instruction, ecological trails and displays could
be developed. A boardwalk with periodic displays over the
saltwater marshes and through some of our wetlands would
serve both educational and recreational functions. Displays
could describe plants and animals found in the area, how
the particular ecological system functions, its value to
man, and its sensitivities to development.
The visual image of the St. Johns River can be improved by
several means. Retention of a natural vegetation buffer
along the shoreline can soften the impact of development .
Offensive uses along the shoreline could be screened from
the public. In addition, the control of signing along the
river would help eliminate visual distractions, and would
also aid in improving visual access to the water.
Recreational and Open Space Programs

oodlands
ervation Ordinance
planting

Lands suitable for recreational development along major
stretches of the St. Johns are unavailable. This will be
true of the entire shoreline in Duval County unless properties are acquired and scenic easements obtained. Private
developments through mandatory dedication of parkland would
aid in meeting local recreational needs. A policy of active
aggressive acquisition and development of recreational properties along the river is needed, using local, State and
Federal programs to finance the expenditures.

-Svamps

Existing parks and recreational facilities along the shore
are recommended for improvement and expansion where possible.
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ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
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:rfront areas should be developed to take
: their waterfront setting. Fishing piers,
!aches, boardwalks, and docks should be
:e feasible to improve the recreational
:eas and give the public greater access to
in some of the older residential areas of
1 as Riverside and Avondale.
These should
:ained for use by local residents. Road
~ch terminate at the river provide an ex' ty for development into mini-parks. These
:ly expand the public's access to the river.
; "Wards Bank" around the north jetties is
>tate ownership. Little Talbot Island
i be expanded to include proper management
the property should be turned over to the
nent and operation. This park would compleLve on Heckscher and could provide camping
:ean. Surfing and fishing activities in
Je enhanced and protected.
In addition,
be properly managed and nesting areas for
::)tected.
al sites have been proposed on islands in
~xchange Island should be developed.
The
greement with a private developer should be
s property.
It has potential for a water
al facility, major marina or yacht club.
d could be connected to the shore through
to Reed Island.
It should also provide
for watercraft. Beaches could be estabove for recreational uses and for beaching
craft. Establishment of a major marina
y access to the Intracoastal Waterway and
fishing. Any development on Quarantine
delayed though until the U.S. Corps of
tes its analysis of the causes and remedies
·oblems in Mill Cove.
.ities should be expanded and existing
'ved. Special water access parks could
· boaters. If feasible, a marina could be
~o development of Quarantine Island.
Moortcouraged as a means of providing expanded
:torage. The mouth of the Ortega River
:igated for this purpose. New bridges over
td its tributaries should be carefully
te impact upon passage of fixed-mast vessels
~ potential mooring and docking areas.
The
1taries which flow into the St. Johns is
1eltered marinas and docking areas. These
: not be allowed to be shut off gradually due
>ridge construction.

J";p MILES

I

J».l.

Develop mini-parks in ~stablished
neighb rhoods where feasible

RECREATIONAL LAND USES
AND OPEN SPACE

velop Mooring Areas
larger vessels

•

Existing Recreation

I ;JI

Proposed Recreation

~

Open Space

extensive system of public areas
linked together along Downtown Waterfront
.small parks, esplanades, marinas

•

Mini Park

*

Fishing Bridge
Mooring Area

Improve conditions on fishing bridges
.Separate traffic and fishermen
.Provide parking, sanitary facilites
.Develop Heckscher Drtve bridges, and
abandoned Main St. and Blount Island bridges

sting shoreline parks - develop to
take advantage of waterfront setting
Enact active program of
shoreline acquisition and development
.Major developments to include Wards Bank, Shell Bay, Quarantine
Island, River Bluff, Exchange Island,
and Mandarin Point,

Develop detailed and comprehensive
Water Recreation Plan for Jacksonville

Require mandatory dedication of
parkland from developers

RECREATIONAL
AND OPEN SPACE PROGRAMS
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~K

REDEVELOPMENT PROPOSAL/
COLONIAL MANOR LAKE

;E PARK SHOULD BE DEVELOPED FOR
; ALTERATION WITH THE WEST
JRAL CONDITION.
THERE SHOULD
~ING TO THE SOUTH BANK WHICH
~UDE PICNIC AREAS, VIEWING
~G TRAILS, FISHING DOCKS, CANOE
RKING, BICYCLE PARKING, AND
IIES. ADDITIONALLY, GREENRIDGE
OLONIAL MANOR LAKE PARK BY
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Fishing opportunities along the river and its tributaries
should be expanded. High usage shoreline areas could be
acquired and minimal facilities such as tables and restrooms
provided. This would be more important near the mouth of
the river. Piers for fishing could be provided in areas
where parking and increased traffic would not be a problem.
Provision of minimal sanitary facilities is needed at most
of the bridges along Heckscher Drive, the Old Blount
Island Bridge, and the abandoned Main Street Bridge on Trout
River. Some of these recreational areas provide more hours
of enjoyment than some of our more expensive playgrounds and
parks, and they should be developed with minimal amenities.
The urban waterfront should be developed with an integrated
system of small parks, esplanades, and open spaces. Public
land behind the City Government complex could be redeveloped
to provide more usable open space along the river. The
present small walkway and narrow grassy area is inadequate
and does not invite pedestrian usage. Where practicable
'
and currents permit, construction of temporary docking
areas would permit water access to the downtown.
Privately developed areas with shoreline property might be
encouraged to leave lands along the waterfront for public
use. The use of density bonuses, tax incentives,or public
investments in complementary facilities might be used.
Special zoning districts along the waterfront could require
public walks and landscaping between building construction
and the waterfront.

i'
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I
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Although waterfront properties are expensive, their unique
qualities and user appeal increase their value as recreational areas. High initial investments for riverfront properties will ensure public access and use of the river for
future generations. Unless action is taken soon public
acquisition will become impracticable as shoreline development walls off more of the river from the public.
Historic Preservation Programs
The development of Duval County is a history of the St.
Johns River. Efforts should be expanded for public education and awareness of our rich cultural and historic
heritage. This could be accomplished through the public
school system and by utilizing the resources of the community school program.

An inventory of historic sites and structures is being
completed by the Jacksonville Historic and Cultural Conservation Commission. The structures identified should be
evaluated for comparative historic value and feasibility
of preservation. A strategy to preserve structures is
through their nomination to the National Register of
Historic Places. Once a site is listed on the register,
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Fed.e ral matching funds can be applied for.
These funds can
be used to cover up to 50 percent of the costs to acquire
and/or develop the properties. The use of local and Federal
tax breaks for rehabilitation and restoration activities
should be implemented. Development of a Historic District
Zoning category could benefit parts of Riverside, Avondale,
and possibly Springfield and Mandarin.

.f

~._,~-·~,...

Use of the Florida Historic Markers Program would aid in
recognizing and identifying sites of architectural, archaeological, and historic importance in the development of this
region. This State effort has not been funded for several
years and should be renewed.
Fort Caroline National Memorial and Ribault Scenic Monument
are well buffered from adjacent development. These resources
should be better publicized. Yellow Bluff Fort on · Dames
Point is a Civil War Confederate earthen fortification built
to protect the St. Johns River from Union ships.
It is owned
by the State and is in need of improvements. Adequate park-,·
ing, facilities, and buffering should be provided.
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Development of an Historic St. Johns River Trail is recommended. This trail could start at the mouth of the St. Johns and
parallel the river upstream. Ths historic area of Fort
George Island should be included.
In addition to serving
motorists, the trail could be developed to serve boaters with
docking areas and foot paths located where needed.
Within the downtown area, reconstruction of an historic
1800's wharf could be the focal point of an historic-entertainment-commercial center. The wharf area could contain
e:xhibi ts· of historic importance and replicas of old sailing
ships and steamboats that once moved on the St. Johns.
Housing Programs
Future development along the shoreline should allow public
access to the riverfront. Traditionally homes have been
constructed in a linear manner along the shore. This . practice has restricted physical and visual access to the river
for all but the individual waterfront homeowners.
Sub~
division regulations should be made more flexible to permit
clustering of homes. Planned Unit Developments should also
be encouraged for larger developments.
In this manner more
innovative designs could be developed.
Periodic open areas
for public access to the river should be provided in housing
developments.
Interior residences would be linked to the
rived by means of pedestrian walks, scenic easements, or
common open space.
Residential development in the downtown area should be
encouraged. Several locations adjacent to the St. Johns
River would be appropriate and would probably increase the
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TYPICAL
EXISTING
PATTERN

RESIDENTIAL LAND USES

l / ··· !

..•

Single Family Existing
Multi-Family

Existing

Single Family Proposed
Multi-Family Proposed

Development of residential areas along the river present
many opportunities.
Traditionally, the shoreline has
been developed in the above manner.
Lots are placed in
a linear fashion with an access road paralleling the
river.
This is not necessarily the most desirable pattern of development.
Through provision of parkland and
public open spaces on the shoreline, access to the river
can be provided for additional lots.
Home sites within
the development can be provided with some of the advantages of riverfront properties.

!velopment
Expand opportunities for visual and physical
access to the river by all residents
of new and existing residential developments,

·eservation of Older Neighborhoods
:ntives for rehabilitation,
•n, and preservation of older structures
·vation program for neighborhoods
·oachment by incompatible uses

SHORELINE HOUSING
ALTERNATIVE

RIVER
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Link interior resid•ncesto the river
.Common open space
.Shoreline parks
.Pedestrian walkways
.Scenic easements
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1~1.7 MILlS

J.A.P.I.
Panama Park restuarant a ~ea
.Improve parking-pedes~rian fl
.Develop common nauti~al theme

COMMERCIAL LAND USES
Existing
courage Cruise Departures
. St. Johns and ocean voyages

•

Proposed

Improve Mayport Are
Develop Plan for revitalization
Improve parking and pedestrian flow
Encourage development of complementary
uses: restaurants, artist, specialty shops
Capitalize on nautical theme

Promote Development of Waterfront Area
Nautical of historic theme
Commercial-entertainment-tourist oriented
Ships, displays, shops, restaurants
owntown Waterfront Development Improvement
.Concentrate on public oriented uses
at pedestrian level - restuarants,
entertainment, shops, parks
.promote e~citement-diversity-variety
through outdoor exhibits, open air
restuarants, artist stands, flower stalls
.emphasize and enhance pedestrian movement
.outdoor concerts, plays, and performances

COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
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Reserve upland properties for
,
port-related industrial development ~

1

1a1,7 MILES

J

J.AP.I.

uses

INDUSTRIAL LAND USES

•

~

courage relocation of industries
not requiring waterfront setting

Industrial

Existing

Utilities

Existing

Industrial Proposed

Prohibit industrial expansion
into areas east of Blount Island
and Browns Creek

Establish Port Development Committee
.Planned growth and development
.Assure coordination of activities

INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMS
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!Cted for industrial growth.
In the short
·esidential areas should be buffered from
!nts. Residents should be encouraged to
r term' however.
:kscher Drive from San Carlos Creek to
!Cted for industrial growth. Widening
.s needed and will further encourage

Transportation Programs
Critical to the full development and enhancement of the St.
Johns River is the transportation network. This network
must provide for alternative modes of travel--vehicular,
waterborne, pedestrian, bicycle, and mass transit.
In the
design of this network, the goals of increased access to the
river must be carefully assessed .
Vehicular

·ial area between the Trout River and the
·ds is proposed to remain industrial.
.eyrand Avenue are badly needed to ser:ted to impact Jacksonville's industrial
•le conversion of a Florida Gas pipeline
tl gas to carrying refined petroleum
t products refined in Louisiana would be
.ine into Florida, with a terminus at
tis action could be the reduction of
tffic through Jacksonville Harbor for
.ng clean fuels.
Since petroleum is
:ommodity through the harbor, this could
:enville's waterborne commerce. Use
tld affect the land areas available for
tent.
Initially, the pipeline would be
:arallel to. Talleyrand Avenue and along
entually, 1t may be more practical for
.peline to relocate to areas away from
·front settings. This could free many
· redevelopment.
tation of decision-making relative to
.vities becomes obvious. Many interests
·y, and private, are involved in mold- '
.ndustrial future. A port development
establ~shed to develop overall goals
.ndustr1al growth along the river. The
.vely plan for port development, and
o~ decisions and actions on the part of
l 1n such development.
The direction
tittee would give Jacksonville an extra
.ndustrial development, and it could
.le become the most successful port in

The Jacksonville Area Planning Board in 1975 began a
update of the Jacksonville Urban Area Transportation
(JUATS) and the Urban Area Mass Transportation Study
The unified work program for this study will develop
transportation plan which addresses both highway and
transit needs.

major
Study
(UMTA).
a
mass

In 1974 JUATS Study recommended five new bridge crossings
of the St. Johns.
Construction of additional bridges across
the St. Johns may be indicated by projected travel demands.
However, possible energy shortages may severly limit future
individual travel.
Continued construction of bridges and
the accompanying expressways will encourage depende.n ce upon
the private automobile, and will inhibit the implementation
of mass transit. A proliferation of bridges across the
river could greatly diminish its value for boating and recreational uses. Approaches to new river crossings will
necessitate removal of homes, and will disrupt and segment
existing neighborhoods. Scenic views of the river could
be available to the motorist from the bridges, but it is
also possible that the bridge itself could disrupt scenic
views from the locations on the shoreline and on the water
itself. Aesthetic consideration should be incorporated into
new bridge design. The need for new bridge construction
should be carefully examined.
Several proposed projects will impact the river corridor.
A major impact would be the construction of the Dames Point
Expressway and Bridge. This would provide a means of traveling from the southeast side of the river to the northside
without passing through the downtown area.
It might relieve
some of the traffic congestion on the Matthews Bridge. The
13,000 foot span would cross the St. Johns and permit adequate room for future deepening operations in the river
channel. The portion of the bridge crossing Mill Cove
should permit passage of pleasure craft •
Heckscher Drive is proposed to be six-laned. The widening
of Heckscher Drive and associated bridge improvements are
needed and will extend from Main Street to Browns Creek.
The road will service industrial uses in Imeson Industrial
Park and on Blount Island.
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1'h7 MILES

!

J.A.P.I.

Develop Pedestrian Paths----~~~~
along river shoreline
where feasible
j

PROPOSED ROUTES
Pedestrian Path
Bike Trail
Scenic Road

tablish Pedestrian Area
Along Downtown Waterfront
Link to CBD
Landscaping and activities
• Provide amenities-benches,
fountains, restrooms, shade

Designate Scenic Drive
Along Heckscher and AlA to Na&sau County
• Periodic Turnouts
. Underground utilities
• Historic and ecological themes

Periodically reevaluate feasibility
of waterborne mass transit

~------Develop System of Bike Trails
to parallel river and provide
access to shoreline recreation
areas and facilities

Ensure quality of visual design
is considered in new bridge crossings

Designate Scenic Drive
• Mandarin Road and Scott Mill Road
• Protect scenic oaks
Place utilities underground

TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
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Scenic Drives
;portation Plan was published by the JAPB
phase is being implemented through the
service, express buses, "Spirit-Special
1d peripheral parking downtowno Envisioned
mile fixed guideway system with a system
)

.

:ransit are proposed along the river in
ind a crossing is proposed near Hubbard
ie with the downtown. Full consideration
iligning the crossing with the Main Street
eliminate a potential visual barrier
~he crossing_should be designed, in any
Lcally pleas1ng. The alignment of the
=n Park Street and Riverside in the downtly intensify development potentials in
the shoreline.
em has been proposed for Downtown Jacksonegment in this fixed guideway system
en the governmental complex on Bay Street
~lex on 8th Street.
A second phase linkhe area around the Gulf Life Tower is
commended that any crossing of the river
llel to existing structures such as the
sta Bridges to lessen the visual impact
g possible operation of a waterborne
he St. Johns as a demonstration project.
ta y help to relieve congested surface routes.
' riverborne mass transit for communters
.lly re-evaluated.

Within the river corridor two scenic drives have been
suggested. The Mandarin area is a valuable resource that
should be protected and enhanced. A drive emphasizing the
historical nature of the area could link with river access
points and public areas. Designation of the stretch of
Heckscher Drive and AIA from Browns Creek to the Nassau
County line as a scenic drive could emphasize the ecological
and educational values of the area. Scenic turnouts could
have displayes and observation towers or walks. A boardwalk over the saltwater marsh could be used to explain
values and functioning of the marsh. Other areas that could
be explained and pointed out include the St. Johns River,
Offshore Power Systems, Fort Caroline, the Intercoastal
Waterway, Mayport Naval Base, Mayport, and the coastal
system. Signing and facilities constructed would be carefully designed to complement the character of the area.
Bike Trails
Proposed trails are shown on the following map. Wherever
major roads are developed or modified, bike trails should be
included if feasible and practical. Bike trails have been
proposed where they would aid in increasing access to the
shoreline. Efforts should be made to link interior paths
with the river shoreline. Scenic roadways should include
the provision for bike trails, as public investments in
turnouts, scenic easements, and facilities should be
accessible to as many modes of transit as possible. Provision for bike paths should be encouraged in PUD's and new
subdivisions. New park construction should be designed for
easy bike access and travel.
Pedestrian
Pedestrian access to the waterfront should be provided in all
shoreline development. Within the downtown area a system of
pedestrian walkways should parallel the river. These should
be designed to link into the elevated pedestrian walkway
proposed for the central business district in the Downtown
Development Plan. Private developments on the water could be
required to include and design pedestrian paths which would
link with adjacent pedestrian areas. Interior areas could
be linked with this waterfront area by pedestrian paths.
Provision of amenities and landscaping in these waterfront
areas should be encouraged. Residential developments
occurring along the river should provide access to the waterfront for interior residents through pedestrian paths.
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PROPOSED POLICIES
Several strategies are necessary if the St. Johns River is to
be adequately protected and it's full potential realized by
Jacksonville residents. Programs have been suggested for
various aspects of the river and shoreline development. As
conditions change some of these specific proposals may change.
For this reason, the following policies have been formulated.
Policies are statements that describe a broad course of action
leading to, or in the direction of, the achievement of goals.
They give us direction. These policies are intended for use
by the Jacksonville Planning Board, and the agencies and
departments, and decision-making bodies which have impact upon
the St. Johns River.
If followed, these policies should assure
that future development is compatible to the river, and that
public benefit is achieved. The policies are grouped under the
eight goals formulated for the St. Johns River.
I.
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Improve the environmental qualities of the River, and its
tributaries.
1.

Continued efforts should be made to protect the waterways within Jacksonville and ensure that the pollution
of these waterways will be curbed and controlled in
order to guarantee future generations the use of these
recreational resource based areas.

2.

A system of regional sewage treatment plants should be
established in accordance with the Water Quality
Management Plan.

3.

All efforts should be made to reduce water quality damage
caused in the St. Johns estuary by port activities by
requiring: detailed environmental studies of dredging
impacts; prohibition of discharge of untreated waste
from ships and yachts; and, increased efforts to control
oil spills.

4.

Non-point sources of water pollution should be identified
and a plan developed to control these sources of water
pollution.

5.

Runoff and erosion control measures should be enacted
to prevent pollution of the river and its tributaries
from upland construction sites.

6.

Spoil materials from dredging should not be dumped into
the river as a disposal method.

7.

The estuarine marshes should be preserved in a natural
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III.

8.

Industrial development proposals along the waterfront
should be subjected to comprehensive social, economic
and environmental impact analysis prior to final action
on zoning district changes.

9.

Major transportation routes, and man-made or natural
barriers should be used as boundaries for industrial
areas to help protect them from incompatible and conflicting land uses, and conversely to protect the other
land uses from encroachment by industrial development.

Preserve and enhance the scenic beauty of the River
1.

The need for future bridge crossings of the St. Johns
should be examined thoroughly in light of the detrimental
effects such crossings will have on recreational uses.

2.

Unspoiled woodlands should be retained as a dominant
feature in the Jacksonville metropolitan area. The
cutting of trees should be regulated by the adoption of
tree preservation ordinances.

3.

Park development along the river from Blount Island to
the ocean should emphasize preservation and restoration
of the natural landscape.

4.

No new industrial uses should be permitted east of
Blount Island and Browns Creek.

5.

Scenic areas and desirable open spaces should be acquired
through purchase or long term easements.

6.

A systematic program of planting shade trees and landscaping urban areas in downtown Jacksonville should be
implemented with particular attention to pedestrian
areas along the riverfront.

7.

Visual corridors to the river should be retained and
enhanced.

8.

Setback lines should be developed along the river for
different types of development. In the downtown the
shoreline should be kept open to the public.

9.

The use of riverfront properties for parking structures
or surface parking lots should be discouraged, especially
in the downtown area.

10.

A sign ordinance should be enacted to remove visual distractions, improve the urban landscape, and increase
visual access to the St. Johns.
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.opments should be reviewed by public
~sthet~c and environmental impact upon
1dscap1ng should be required of all com:utional, and multi-family construction.

9.

Mill Cove should be restored for fishing and water
recreation.

10.

ilis.
High use areas and scenic stretch;s
· should be provided with adequate trash
~ptacles and should be cleaned periodically.

Exchange Island should be developed as a water related
recreational area. This could be achieved through a
lease agreement between the City and private entrepreneurs.

11.

Encourage use of the downtown waterfront by establishing
areas for temporary docking of boats where currents
permit.

LY ordinance should be enacted to protect
Ls.within the county that possess unique
>r1c resources.

12.

Promote activities and increase diversity along the
downtown waterfront and encourage the docking of floating restaurants, tourboats, and display craft. Uses
such as restaurants entertainment centers, recreation,
commercial shops, and other support facilities needed
to enhance and permit extended experiences along the
river should be encouraged.

13.

Mooring areas for sailboats and larger craft should be
designated in sheltered portions of the river or its
tributaries to increase recreational usage of the river.

14.

Future boat ramps should be constructed with multiple
ramps, paved parking areas, light.ing, restroom
facilities, and contain launch preparation areas with
clear overhead for masted vessels.

15.

Adequate vertical clearance for high masted boats should
be incorporated in new bridge construction, to permit
use of navigable waters and to provide access to sheltered
areas during severe storms.

16.

Boating safety should be improved through public education,
and operators of water recreation vehicles should be encouraged to take advantage of boating safety courses.

17.

All new, existing or abandoned bridges constructed over
the St. Johns River or its tributaries should be examined
for possible inclusion of areas for fishing either on or
alongside the bridge, and provided with adequate restrooms
and parking areas.

18.

Proposed and existing bridge crossings over the St. Johns
should be examined for inclusion of major boat ramps
either under or adjacent to the structure.

19.

Water hazards such as sunken ships and pilings should
be systematically removed and, where possible, the
costs charged to the owner.

.gns along the river's shore should be

r community groups, civic organizations

)nal Usages of the Shoreline
,buil~ers~ either through mandatory land
;ash 1n l1eu of land, should be required to
Lghborhood parkland.
Incentives should be
~ developer for dedication of such parkland.
~elopments bordering major waterways should
iterfront areas for recreational uses. EnJUld be given to linking these shoreline
erior residential areas through the use of
hs, open space corridors, and parks which
e shore to interior areas.

f-ways which dead end at the river should be
e feasible into small passive mini-parks with
ning and buffering of adjoining properties.
perty should be acquired as neighborhoods
1 or redevelopment to help meet neighborhood
recreational needs.
of private recreational facilities associated
chools on the waterfront should be encouraged
.c enti ves, lease agreements, or other conngements.
along the river should be expanded to en!r usage and to increase public access to
:ures should be located where feasible along
:isting parks should be examined for incluLg piers.
~d lands at the mouth of the St. Johns
-Y referred to as "Wards Bank" or "North
1ld be developed as a recreational area
tintenance, controls, and supervision.
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VII.

3.

The upland areas on the northside generally bounded by
Dunns Creek on the west, the saltwater marshes on the
east, New Berlin-Cedar Point Road on the north, and
Heckscher Drive on the south should be reserved for
industrial development due to the proximity to rail
transportation and the port.

4.

To reduce the need for additional river crossings to the
Central Business District the use of staggered working
hours should be explored as a means of utilizing existing transportation networks more effectively. In addition
examine present bridge crossings to determine engineering
feasibility and costs of expansions, and the potential
for reversal of traffic lanes during peak hours.

5.

The feasibility of river borne mass transit should be
explored, and periodically reexamined.

Provide Greater Public Accessibility to the River
1.

City-owned waterfront property should be developed for
public purposes with emphasis on increasing the public' .s
accessibility to the waterfront.

2.

Downtown development should be set back from the waterfront with a system of pedestrian walkways and parks along the
shoreline linking activity centers. Pedestrian oriented
commercial, cultural and entertainment uses should be
encouraged along the waterfront.

3.

Greater effort should be made to acquire as much existing
vacant, and usable acreage along the St. Johns River as
possible for public purposes, since most of the land along
the river is already urbanized or threatened in the near
future by urban growth.

4.

Subdivision regulations should be rewritten to allow for
more flexible design and to permit the clustering of homes.

5.

Shoreline developments should provide both physical and
visual access to the river for all residents of the
development.

6.

Public access to the river should be facilitated by
development of walks, drives, and scenic turnouts along
the river shore with linkage to interior spaces.
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IMPLEMENTATION

ties such as benches, drinking fountains,
nd restrooms should be developed for the
oth encourage and permit enjoyment of
arch~tectural barriers for the elderly
~and1capped should be incorporated in the

Lverfront developments.

1nd bridge construction along the river
1e~ for fea~ibility of including bike
:r1an traff1c.

1g lasting and highly visible impact upon
t~l new br~dge proposals should be evaluated
r1~ual de~1gn, in addition to normal func>m1c cons1derations.

The St. Johns River is a pervasive element in the makeup of
Jacksonville.
It is critical to the local economy.
It provides
untold recreational benefits, visually dominates the landscape,
then flows through the heart of the Downtown. Historically,
the River was the principal reason for early local development.
An extremely complex system, its restoration, development, and
maintenance are also complicated undertakings.
If the goals and objectives of this study are to materialize,
methods and strategies must be developed to implement the Plan.
The St. Johns River has not been developed to its full potential.
The various agencies, programs, and groups that affect the
River's quality and shoreline development are not effectively
coordinated. New codes and ordinances are needed to protect and
enhance the River. Design of shoreline developments must be responsive and compatible to this resource.

! corridors and open spaces should be used
!r with interior spaces.

Management
Formation of a St. Johns River Coordinating Committee Recommended

areness of the River and its Resources

ohns River basin should be examined
total system. Guidelines should be
serve and en~a~c~ the functioning of
n. Such act1v1t1es as drainage of
1ead~ate:s, water diversion practices,
~xot1c f1sh ~pecies, control of aquatic
)p~en~ pract1ces along the River require
1e1r 1mpacts on the total river.
recrea~ional uses such as parks,
e n~ tra1ls along the entire stretch

R1ver should be identified and an
. tion program undertaken to ensure
·e reserved for use by future generahistoric river trail providing both
~ilities for boaters should be encouraged.

1

overnmental jurisdictions to plan for
velopment of uses and activities along
nner consistent with this plan.

The Committee would require staffing, and could be located under
the Office of the Mayor. The Coordinating Committee would review
all proposed developments along the River shoreline for compati-bility with development guidelines. Public and private resources
would be coordinated to ensure quality development and the
achievement of public goals. One of the purposes of the group
would be to develop educational programs for the public and
developers. Adequate analysis and assessment of anticipated
impacts of proposed developments and activities could be determined. Alternatives could be developed if original plans were
found to be inadequate or detrimental. A special zoning district could be developed along the River corridor to require
submission of plans to the Committee for review .
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A tentative list of organizations and bodies which should be
represented on this Committee include: American Institute of
Architects, Bio-Environmental Services, Chamber of Commerce,
City Council, Council for Citizen Involvement, Downtown Development Authority, Jacksonville Area Planning Board, citizen
advisory groups, Jacksonville Housing and Urban Development,
Jacksonville Port Authority, Jacksonville Transportation Authority, Mayor's Office, Public Works, Recreation Department, Corps
of Engineers, Department of the Navy, u.s. Coast Guard, Department of Environmental Regulation, Department of Natural
Resources, and the Florida Game and Freshwater Fish Commission .
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=nt systems are also possible.

These

'lority
Nn Development Authority, this body
implementing detailed development
areas.
It would be empowered to
se, and sell land. Operating funds
ough City appropriations, bond
nd State sources. Efforts would be
lie initiative to stimulate and
velopment.

used in Duval County, or expanded
ength of the St. Johns River.
The
e to protect the scenic and recreahe river.
It would acquire selected
lop, manage, and lease recreational
along the river.
Development of an
both local, State, and Federal parks
the St. Johns would be its goal.
Division - Jacksonville Recreation
creation Department this division
ine facilities and parks. It would
sign, maintenance, and management of

Site Plan Approval
Development for any purpose along the shoreline would require approval
of a detailed site plan.
The plan would include information on such
items as existing vegetation, topography, and proposed alterations and
construction. This would facilitate a more thorough analysis of the
potential environmental impacts on the river.
Setback Controls
Setback lines for building construction would be established for
various districts along the shoreline.
In this way a buffer between the river and development could be retained, and it would help
maintain existing views of the shoreline.
Landscaping Ordinance
Guidelines and minimum standards for screening and landscaping would
be provided for various uses. The standards and require~ents will
vary depending on such factors as type of de~elopment, s~te cove:a~e,
paved surfaces, densities, and structural he1ghts.
Spec1al prov1s1ons
for shoreline developments would be included. The urban image can
be greatly enhanced by the proper use of landscaping.
Tree Protection Ordinance
Trees of certain species and size could be protected from unnecessary
destruction during site preparation and construction. They not only
provide visual enjoyment, but also act to moderate the climate, clean
and filter the air, and buffer noises.
Runoff and Sediment Control

ver Coordinating Committee
Committee would have a minimal staff •
.ctions of local, regional, State, and
departments which would affect the St.
·pose of the ·committee would be to
l approach to protecting the environ:he river, and to expand the river' s
tal value to the region.
l Codes and Ordinances

tted with the St. Johns River are a result
>ntrols.
The following codes and ordinances

In order to alter a site the developer would be required to maintain
existing runoff and sediment conditions during and after construction.
This would help improve water quality and decrease silting of the
river and its tributaries.
Mandatory Dedication of Parkland
Developers of land for residential purposes would.be :equired t~
.
dedicate land for public recreation or pay a fee 1n l1eu of ~ed1cat1on.
Required acreages would be based on type of development, proJected
populations, number of dwelling units, and densities. Waterfront
property would be valued higher than interior lands in meeting the
acreage requirement.
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Recommended Studies
signated for special controls to retain
ies of the road corridor. Such items as
controls, setbacks, utility placement and
d be utilized to ensure proper develo~ment
of road.

fo7 regul~ting signs should be strengthened
he1gh~, s1ze, format, color, and lighting.
be g1ven to the placement of signs near the
sual access to the river. Signs can be dewith adjacent development and still maintain
ce should help to prevent interference with
to preserve and enhance scenic beauty.
trict
of buildings having architectural and
be designated and boundaries established.
tructures or new construction would
o ensure that the unique character of the

ould be reviewed and made more flexible.
ustering of housing units should be per-

In examining the St. Johns River, many problems and potentials were
discovered. Any attempt to study a subject in a comprehensive manner
usually uncovers specific issues or items that deserve more detailed
attention. It is recommended that the following studies be made:
Downtown Waterfront Development
This study should be coordinated by the Area Planning Board and the
Downtown Development Authority. The area to be examined would include all of the northern river shoreline from the Hart Bridge to
the Fuller Warren Bridge, and on the southside from the Fuller Warren
Bridge to the Southside Generating Plant. A consultant design team
with experience in urban waterfronts and redevelopment should be
selected for this study. The plan would be detailed, and would refine the Downtown Plan.
It would concentrate on formulation and
implementation of a development and redevelopment plan for the
downdown riverfront.
Long Term Port Plan
This effort would be coordinated by the City Planning Agency
with representatives from the Chamber of Commerce, U.S. Corps of
Engineers, Public Works Department, JPA,railroads, and other groups
providing major input. Projections of future port activities,
needs, support facilities and services, and analysis of problems
would be performed. A plan for future development of the port
would be formulated.
Plan For Tributaries

ly displeasing uses should be screened
tings. This should include objectionable
ver.

Numerous tributaries in Duval County flow into the St. Johns River.
Environmental and design studies should be performed for each of
these tributaries. Due to its lack of pollution and undeveloped
nature, Julington Creek should be examined fi7st.
Dunns Creek and
the Intracoastal Waterway should then be exam1ned, followed by the
remaining waterways .

.ights

Regional Historic River Trail

.oroughly examined as a means of preserving
:e areas, or environmentally sensitive
Under this system each parcel of land is
.s for certain intensities of development.
or transfered to other parcels of land, thus
.es of development on parcels which have
·ights. Those areas which sell their developundeveloped.

Within Duval County and other counties along the St. Johns are
numerous historic sites and structures located near the River.
These locations would be researched, identified, and evaluated for
possible inclusion in an historic trail. A water~orne route would
be developed with designated docking and!or beach1ng areas for .
boaters. A parallel trail for motor veh1cles would also be deslqnated. The trail would utilize existing camping facilities where
possible. Sites for additional parks or campgrounds would be pr~-.
posed where needed.
Sources of funding and costs would be ident1f1ed.
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Ecological Study Trail
Duval County is rich in diverse natural phenomena. The study would
delineate and define these various phenomena and natural ecosystems.
Local educational programs would be analyzed, and an ecological study
trail would be developed to supplement and complement these programs.
As a part of the plan, a combination walking and driving trail would
be designated. The location of various natural systems and phenomena
would be noted on a self guiding map. A small handbook would permit
the reader to learn about the natural areas and processes they were
seeing.
Water Recreation Master Plan
Existing water related recreational facilities and activities would
be inventoried, and future needs would be determined. Sites for
proposed improvements would be selected, preliminary engineering conducted, and costs determined. Specific attention would be given to
motorboating, sailing, fishing, canoeing, and swimming .
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